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Introduction

Something very interesting is happening. Suddenly
there is an upsurge of interest in, and an increas
ing awareness of, the possibility that life is not

just something that happens to us, but that we actually
have a hand in creating it through our consciousness.
Creative manifestation has become a catch-phrase,
even in mainstream books and magazines. Even reli-
gious writers have weighed in lately on the issue of
whether God wants us to be rich or not and whether we
should pray for and manifest wealth.  And it is quite
phenomenal how the film entitled “The Secret,” which
features many well-known and respected experts ex-
tolling the power of the Law of Attraction, has spread
throughout the Internet at an amazing speed.

Underlying all approaches to this activity is the idea
that if we understand and use the Law of Attraction, we
can create the reality we want. There is every reason to
believe that this is so, and that the power to manifest
our reality is inherent in every one of us.

This used to be a matter of pure faith and was routinely
dismissed by mainstream thinking as “New-Age babble.”
However, since quantum physics and other scientific
disciplines have given it credibility and generally sup-
port the notion, at least in theory, this has now given
way to an attitude of careful consideration.

The skepticism is not just limited to those who reject
the idea out of hand.  Even those of us who desper-
ately want to believe it are still quite skeptical.  That’s
because even though we try to make it happen, we are
not really succeeding in creating the lives we want us-
ing the Law of Attraction. This is leading to a lot of frus-
tration and a deep sense of failure. The reason for our
difficulty is two-fold.
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Firstly, our vibration is probably not high enough to em-
power us in the conscious use of the Law of Attraction
so that we get what we consciously want.  Rather, we
actually attract to ourselves what our subconscious
minds want.  This is invariably at odds with our con-
scious desires.

[Note: This is not the same thing as when your soul
(rather than your ego) gives you what your soul needs
for the purpose of healing and growing.]

Put another way, we are prevented from having what
we want because our subconscious minds block it with
low vibration energy that exists as core negative be-
liefs, fear, guilt, anger, resentment and other forms of
negative energy.

Secondly, we have not yet made the shift in conscious-
ness at a deep enough level to be able to trust that if
we surrender everything to Spirit we will get what we
need.  Willingness to surrender is a key part of the
manifestation process.

We devour the wise words in the books we read, we
repeat affirmations and we nod adoringly in agreement
when we listen to people like Wayne Dyer and Deepak
Chopra.  We do the meditations, consult the stars, Feng
Shui our homes and offices and yet, in spite of it all, we
go on as usual in our daily lives, trying to make things
happen through force, planning, control, work and
struggle. Not surprisingly then, we do not seem to mani-
fest what we want.

We do indeed live in exciting times, but the problem is
that we need to realize that we are between paradigms.
We still live in the old one, with its belief in shortage
and limitation, but we are trying to work with the new
one, too, which rests upon the revolutionary idea that
there is no shortage of anything, that the Universe is a
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place of infinite abundance and that we have the power
to draw from the field of infinite possibility anything we
want.

We must have compassion for ourselves and recog-
nize that we need tools to help us to straddle the two
paradigms.  We need tools that recognize and accept
our lack of belief  and certitude about the new reality,
while at the same time allowing us to practice the art of
creative manifestation with consistent success.

Without some sort of technology to assist us in this, we
are doomed to failure.  Words alone on a page or on a
CD are not enough.  We are still too invested in the old
paradigm.

Fortunately, some tools for Radical Manifestation al-
ready exist that are well-proven. That’s because they
are based on the same powerful technology that lies
behind Radical Forgiveness, which has helped thou-
sands of people over the last ten years or so.

I have always believed that spiritual growth only comes
about through some kind of practice or through the use
of tools that take us into the experience of transforma-
tion at the energetic level, rather than at the intellectual
level.  The tools need to engage us physically, emo-
tionally and spiritually.

The tools of Radical Forgiveness, and now those of
Radical Empowerment and Radical Manifestation, which
you will find on our web site, might look like mere
worksheets, CDs and DVDs, but they are really energy
instruments that connect us to our Spiritual Intelligence.
That is the part of us that knows how to connect with
the “unified field of consciousness and field of infinite
possibility.”  Once that happens, and we get our minds
out of the way, then manifestation can occur.
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Radical Forgiveness also helps raise our vibration,
which is also a prerequisite for Radical Manifestation.  I
mentioned earlier that what keeps our vibration low and
blocks our empowerment is our commitment to blaming
others, holding onto our resentment, fear, guilt, shame
and anger, and generally being a victim.  Radical For-
giveness enables us to release all that negativity in a
very short space of time.  That has the effect of bringing
our energy back into present time and raising our vi-
bration.

The combination of Radical Forgiveness (to heal the
past and give you a way to deal with the present), and
Radical Manifestation (to create the future), is a power-
ful one. It is powerful because it is a practical, down-to-
earth and simple way to manifest everything you want.

So while this book is a stand-alone item, whole and
complete in itself, it is linked back to the book that pre-
ceded it, Radical Forgiveness: Making Room for the
Miracle,  and is also powerfully supported by a number
of audio-visual resources that add power and practical-
ity to it. This makes it more than just a book.  It be-
comes a way to literally change your life.

Author’s Note: If you are reading this book as a con-
stituent part of the multi-media program entitled, “Colin
Tipping’s Radical Empowerment Program,” you will al-
ready have all the Radical Forgiveness and Radical
Manifestion tools and resources available to you in the
form of CDs, DVDs, books, on-line programs and
worksheets.

If you are reading this book as a stand-alone item and
are not familiar with the Radical Forgiveness technol-
ogy, you might find it quite helpful to take a look at the
web site, www.radicalforgiveness.com.  There are a
number of free, downloadable tools including a free On-
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line Radical Forgiveness Worksheet available on there
for your use.

Tools for Radical Manifestation
Again, if you are one of those who have NOT aquired
this book as part of the Radical Empowerment Program
with all the tools included, you might wish to download
the Radical Manifestation Worksheet at no charge and
purchase the CD containing the 13 Steps to Radical
Manifestation process.

To download the worksheet and to purchase the CD
and to view many other products likely to be of interest,
go to www.radicalmanifestation.com.

For information about “Colin Tipping’s Radical Empow-
erment Program,”   www.radicalempowerment.com.
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PART ONE
Shifting Paradigms

Chapter 1
Empowerment as Transformation

Empowerment is commonly equated with becom-
ing more powerful in ways that align with becom
ing more efficient, more educated, better trained,

more assertive, more competitive, more motivated, more
skilled, more focused, and being able to work smarter,
leverage time, money and resources more wisely and
so on.  These are all good things to do and to become
in order to be more powerful in the material sense, and
to be more “successful” in the external world.

Radical Empowerment is not about those things at all.
It is about an inner transformation. It involves turning
your whole way of looking at the world completely up-
side down, overturning all your belief systems, values
and assumptions. Radical Empowerment occurs at the
deepest levels of your being and brings you to the point
where you are able to manifest anything you want. The
outcome of Radical Empowerment, therefore, is
Radical Manifestation.

Empowerment at this level of transformation lies in em-
bracing a wholly different paradigm of reality, a world
view that enables you to claim your true power as a
spiritual being having a spiritual experience in a hu-
man world and a physical body.
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Once this happens you begin to operate at that higher
level of functioning where you are not just the effect in
a cause- and-effect world, but always the cause.  It is
about realizing that you live in a totally abundant uni-
verse that enables you to consciously create your world
as you want it to be where there is no separation, and
where love is all there is.

Radical Empowerment is about being totally willing to
let go and align vibrationally with the Source of All Be-
ing which lies within each one of us and from which we
draw our true power and our ability to manifest reality.
Radical Manifestation is about using our inborn spiri-
tual intelligence — that part of our mind that is always
in touch with what our soul needs and can bring forth.
Our spiritual intelligence operates at a higher level of
functioning than mental or emotional intelligence.  It
knows how to connect with Universal Intelligence and
to be in the flow of abundance that is the natural state
of the Universe.

Willingness
Notice that, in the first line of the paragraph above, I
said it was about being willing to let go and align with
Source.   The only requirement is that we be willing to
raise our level of functioning and live from the new para-
digm, not to be 100 percent there.  Be willing to trust
and surrender; be willing to drop our attachment; be
willing to forgive and so on, and to love ourselves when
we fall short.

The Key to Our Spiritual Evolution
Willingness is the key to becoming radically empow-
ered because, even though certain events, experiences,
epiphanies etc., may kick-start one’s transformation, or
accelerate it at certain points along the way, it is rarely
an instantaneous experience.  True transformation is
an evolutionary phenomenon.  It involves our making
constant adjustments in our values, beliefs, assump-
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tions and behaviors based on the feedback that comes
from both the external world and from within.

It’s our willingness to perceive and respond to that feed-
back that determines how quickly and how easily we
transform.  It’s our willingness to drop our need to be
right that will allow us to keep making those evolution-
ary jumps in our awareness and our ways of thinking
and being.  It’s only our resistance to letting go of our
existing beliefs, assumptions and behaviors that slows
us down and makes it a struggle.

Let It Be Easy
Assuming that you have a profound commitment to your
self-development and spiritual growth, this book and
the additional resources associated with it* is designed
to make the transformation easier. It gives you tools
that will ease you through it, reduce the fear, minimize
the resistance and pre-empt the struggle.  Rest assured,
Radical Manifestation CAN be easy once you become
willing to accept the new paradigm.  You will be sur-
prised how all the circumstances connected with the
current paradigm (money, success, relationships, ca-
reer, goals, etc.) will all fall into place automatically.

Chapter 2
Manifesting Scarcity

Our existing world view that almost everyone sub-
scribes to at this time does not work for Radical
Manifestation.  The prevailing beliefs, assump-

tions and values simply don’t support it.
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The current paradigm supports the fundamental as-
sumption that shortage is inevitable and a self-evident
fact of life.  As a result of vesting a lot of power in the
belief in scarcity, we have actually created that reality
in numerous, and in some cases, horrific forms.  The
vast majority of the people on this planet suffer from
grinding poverty, which is how the belief in shortage is
expressed as reality in most parts of the world.

At the opposite end of the scale, scarcity is purpose-
fully created in order to increase value.  For example,
diamonds are extremely expensive, not because they
are scarce but because they are purposefully withheld
from the market in order to give the illusion of shortage
and rarity.  Scarcity and value are inextricably linked
and shortage is created in order to increase perceived
value. Our whole economic system is based on the
notion of shortage.  Don’t look for poverty to be eradi-
cated soon.  It is too profitable.

Shortage at all Levels
Even if we are not amongst the very poorest of people,
most of us find ourselves having to cope with shortage
in one way or another and think of it as one of our great-
est challenges.  Even the very rich crave more and have
a terrible fear of losing what they have.

Our logical mind will always come up with all sorts of
arguments to defend our position that shortage is real.
It is, after all, our everyday experience and is the main
justification for most of what we do with our lives. We
are not likely to give up that idea easily.

In fact, I would expect that you are probably still linking
the whole idea of Radical Manifestation to the idea of
having more of what you see as scarce.  Why wouldn’t
you? It seems self-evident. But it is only that way be-
cause we have created it according to our beliefs.
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Our ability to manifest easily is effectively turned off
and blocked by those beliefs. That means then, that in
order to really transform and become radically empow-
ered, we need to undergo a profound paradigm shift.
So what is a paradigm shift? And to what set of as-
sumptions, beliefs, concepts, values and behaviors are
we shifting to that would support our transformation?

Chapter 3
Paradigm Shift

A paradigm shift is certainly not anything minor. It
is a major restructuring of one’s total cognitive
map rela-tive to a major field of knowledge, un-

derstanding and practice, and it can take a long time to
achieve.

By virtue of the fact that you are reading this book and
have read others that tend to be more aligned with the
new paradigm we are about to discuss, you are prob-
ably already in the process of shifting, and have been
so doing for some years.  However, you can dramati-
cally accelerate that transformation by following the
advice in this book and using the tools it refers to
throughout and describes in the Appendix.

Medical Paradigms Shifting
To illustrate the nature of a paradigm shift, it might be
helpful to look at an example of one with which most
people are familiar and may even have had some ex-
perience. I refer to how the world of medicine is shifting
uneasily from the existing paradigm of western allopathic
medicine to a new one based on energy medicine.
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For the last 400 years, modern allopathic medicine has
held sway as the predominant form of medicine in the
Western world.  The vast majority of people accept, even
now, all the major premises on which it was based and
believe it to be self-evidently the “right” way to practice
medicine.

In the last 20 years, however, this paradigm has been
challenged and there has been a perceptible shift to-
wards energy medicine.  It has been mostly a consumer-
driven shift with the medical profession fighting it every
inch of the way.  However, since people are now spend-
ing so much of their money on various forms of energy
medicine such as acupuncture, homeopathy, herbalism,
chiropractic and so on, the medical doctors are now
having to take notice.

Traditional medicine and energy medicine are based
on fundamentally different premises. Traditional, allo-
pathic medicine is rooted in the world of physical sci-
ence and is largely about intervening with drugs and/or
surgery.  Energy medicine works with subtle bodies that
allopathic medicine simply does not recognize and,
rather than intervening, focuses on stimulating the body
to heal itself.

It is possibly true that energy medicine and allopathic
medicine can coexist side-by-side, albeit in an uneasy
relationship, but they can never come together in any
coherent fashion and at the same time maintain their
integrity.

How a Paradigm Shift Occurs
Sociologist Thomas Kuhn described three stages in the
birth of a new paradigm.

Stage 1.  There is total resistance to it and ridicule of
  those proposing it.

Stage 2.  There is an attempt to explain it by referencing
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it back to the previous paradigm using the old
language and concepts.

Stage 3.  Acceptance of its being completely self-
evident.

If you are even vaguely familiar with how things stand
with both these forms of medicine, you will probably
recognize that we are only just beginning to emerge
from Kuhn’s first stage.  And that’s only because the
public have voted with their pocketbooks and have
switched in large numbers to alternative energy medi-
cine (acupuncture, homeopathy, chiropractic, Reiki,
Healing Touch and the like).

Losing the Essence
This has forced the medical establishment to begin talk-
ing about energy medicine but, as yet, only in the lan-
guage of traditional allopathic medicine. As you would
expect, they completely fail to convey the essence of
energy medicine.

A good example of this is when doctors refer to medita-
tion as a “relaxation technique.”  They just don’t get it
that one meditates, not to relax, but in order to focus
the mind to become receptive to the still, small voice
within that connects us to the Source of our being. That
the body relaxes during meditation is helpful, but it is
certainly not the purpose of the exercise.

Media Lag
You only have to watch “20/20,” “Dateline,” or “60 Min-
utes” to realize that ridicule of the proponents of en-
ergy medicine is still the underlying attitude in the me-
dia and, by and large, within the medical profession
itself.  The justification is that energy medicine is scien-
tifically “unproven” and therefore not valid.  No one
mentions the fact that at least 40 percent of standard
medical practice has never been scientifically validated.
The figure is probably higher.  There are many things
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that are simply not appropriate for double-blind trials,
surgical procedures being one of them. The test in those
cases is whether they seem to work, which is precisely
the test applied to energy medicine.  Funny how it is
okay for the former and not the latter.  In the case of
both acupuncture and homeopathy, they have been
found to work well for 5,000 and 7,000 years respec-
tively.

They also cite safety concerns; that energy medicine is
not tested and proven safe by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration. But seldom do they ever mention that by
the British Medical Association’s own admission, over
150,000 people die each year because of doctor er-
rors.  The figure is probably much higher, but what is
interesting is that even at 150,000, no one is outraged.
If one person were to die through acupuncture, it would
be front-page news and there would be moves in Con-
gress to have it banned.

Positionality
What becomes obvious is that none of this has any-
thing to do with logic or even common sense. It’s not
about the facts or even science.  It’s simply a question
of whether your consciousness is at stage one, two or
three. It’s a matter of where you stand, or what position
you take in defense of the model that you have in your
head about, in this case, medicine in general.  These
are the things that determine the nature of the debate,
not science, logic or training.  In actual fact, it appears
that in the case of energy medicine, the public is way
ahead of the media and the medical profession.  They
have tried it; it seems to work, so they go back for more.
It’s that simple.

Investment in the Old Paradigm
The public is not much invested in either paradigm, ex-
cept to the extent that they find them efficacious to their
health. That’s their only interest.  Doctors, on the other
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hand, have many years of education, training and money
invested in the allopathic approach, so naturally they
will be the last to accept the new paradigm. It’s the same
with all forms of “conventional wisdom.”  Look what
happened to Galileo when he challenged the idea that
the Earth was the center of the Universe!

In the next two chapters we’ll look at where we are in
the process of making the paradigm shift, from the old
paradigm of how life works based on Newtonian phys-
ics, Darwinism, duality, separation and limitation, etc.,
to the new paradigm based on Quantum Physics — the
unified field, oneness and infinite abundance. What we
are likely to find is that we are in about the same stage
with this one as we are with the medical paradigm shift
described above.  Perhaps they are different aspects
of the same thing.

Chapter 4
Descartes and Darwin

All of us have in own minds a highly developed
model of the world and our place in that world.
We even call it our “world view.”  Another name

for it is our cosmology.  It is not necessarily uniform
from culture to culture, and in some cases it is radically
different. To the extent that everyone in a particular cul-
ture shares a relatively stable world view, it becomes
the agreed upon paradigm about how the world works
and how life itself operates.  To those who share that
world view, it seems nothing less than self-evidently true
— that is, until it begins to shift.
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So let’s first examine the paradigm that has determined
values, beliefs, assumptions and behaviors in the West-
ern world for the last 400 years, and then look at the
features of the emergent one that will provide us with
the power to emerge as self-actualized spiritual beings
having spiritual experiences in human form.

René Descartes (1596 - 1650)
It has been the role of philosophers down the ages to
figure out the meaning of life and how it all works.  The
French philosopher and scientist René Descartes is the
one largely responsible for the scientific/rational para-
digm that we have now.  He is the one famously cred-
ited with the dictum “I think, therefore I am.”

He was convinced that science and mathematics could
and should be used to explain everything in nature.  The
human body was to be understood as a complex ma-
chine that could be simply reduced to its constituent
parts — molecules, atoms, and other measurables.

This led to a very mechanistic and reductionist view of
reality. Anything that could not be measured or objec-
tively quantified was denied as unworthy of consider-
ation because it was always in doubt.  Mind and body
were considered to be quite separate.

Sir Isaac Newton (1642 - 1727)
Newtonian physics gave support to this mechanistic
viewpoint in the way it described how the physical world
worked  in terms of cause and effect and so on. Newton’s
views held sway until the early part of the 20th century,
when the quantum physicists overturned his theories in
favor of quantum mechanical theory.  However,
Newtonian physics are still applicable to everyday life
and are still relevant today, except insofar as we now
realize that they are not the whole story by any means.
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Charles Darwin (1809 - 1882)
The other person who had an enormous influence in
the formation of our current paradigm was Charles Dar-
win.  His Theory of Evolution held that everything has
evolved by a process of random chance and by selec-
tive mutations based on the mechanism of natural se-
lection and the survival of the fittest.

Life is Luck
This revolutionary idea, combined with the new mecha-
nistic and reductionist viewpoint of Descartes and New-
ton, became the model for how we should view our own
life — as being nothing more than a string of unrelated,
random events.  They happen for no particular reason
other than chance or the direct consequences of our
own actions or those of people around us.  Life simply
happens.  There is little or no meaning in it and very
little purpose other than to survive.  You do the best
you can with what you’ve got, procreate in order to con-
tinue the lineage, and then die at the appropriate time.
The focus is on the external world, especially on our
own physical body, its comfort and the satisfaction of
desires.

Cause and Effect
Under this prevailing paradigm, our belief is that the
objective world out there exists separately from us, and
our consciousness is inconsequential to it.  It is a cause
and effect world and we are the effect — never the
cause. Our awareness is largely a matter of billions of
neurons firing in our brain every millisecond, and our
bodies are simply elegant machines composed of at-
oms, molecules and chemicals.  It’s all pretty imper-
sonal, indifferent and meaningless. “Life’s a bitch, and
then you die,” as they say.

Sharks
Darwin’s theory and his notion of the survival of the
fittest creates the “shark” environment, or “dog-eat-dog”
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philosophy that legitimizes competitive, discriminatory
and even cruel, dispassionate behavior towards other
people.  It is actually called Social Darwinism, and as
such is accorded validity.

Fear-Based System
What arises from this cause and effect view of life is
the idea that if we are not to be buffeted around by the
meaningless vagaries of life, we must do as much as
possible to gain control over it.  Otherwise we will not
survive.  That’s what makes it a fear-based system. If
life itself is uncaring, dispassionate and neutral, that
means we are totally on our own.

So we plan, organize, educate ourselves, build physi-
cal structures, produce products and do our very best
to control every aspect of our lives and everything
around us, primarily with the aim of achieving a high
level of physical comfort and security.

And then, for everything that we cannot control, we buy
a lot of insurance and hope that nothing unexpected
happens.  When it does, we are devastated and feel
totally victimized by life.

In short, the current paradigm is based on a profound
belief in separation and duality driven by fear, judgment,
blame and guilt, the result of which is continual conflict.
Even God is seen as the judging father “up-there” who
is bent on punishing us for separating from Him and for
not being good.
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Chapter 5
Metaphysical Reality

The new paradigm towards which we are moving
holds a metaphysical viewpoint, and it could
hardly be more different from the old paradigm

from which we are moving away. The basic spiritual as-
sumptions and beliefs inherent in this new paradigm
are as follows.

Oneness and Interconnectivity
Whereas the current paradigm emphasizes individual
separateness, differences, inequality and hierarchical
models that put man above everything else and accord
him dominion over the natural order, the metaphysical
paradigm emphasizes the exact opposite. The funda-
mental idea is that oneness is the underlying principle
of existence and that Love is the basic unifying force in
the Universe.

Even though there are differences between things, re-
nowned physicist, David Bohm, says that everything in
the Universe is part of a single continuum and that our
tendency to fragment the world into parts and ignore
the dynamic interconnectedness of all things accounts
for most of our problems.  Life is a wholistic experi-
ence. When we realize that we are all one, that has
enormous implications for how we look at everything,
including values like justice, equality, freedom and re-
sponsibility, and how we view our own relationship to
the animal kingdom and the planet itself.

Only Love is Real
There is only one energy in the Universe, and it is Love.
When we feel emotions like anger, guilt, fear and sad-
ness, the feeling is actually love distorted by the beliefs
attached to the feeling.  Every action is either an ex-
pression of love or a call for love.
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The Universe is Perfection in Action
The Universe is an expression of perfection in that ev-
erything works exactly as it should and everything is
totally purposeful in supporting the whole — even when
it appears not to be so.

Everything Happens for a Reason
This is an extension of the idea of perfection and is the
basic principle of Radical Forgiveness.  Things don’t
happen TO you; they happen FOR you. Your soul cre-
ates these situations as opportunities for you to learn
and grow.

The Divine Plan
Whereas meaning beyond mere existence is absent in
the paradigm of objective reality, the metaphysical para-
digm sees everything in life as being chock full of mean-
ing, even if it is way beyond our ability to fathom what it
might be. It recognizes that everything that happens is
purposeful and part of the Divine plan, even if we have
no idea what the purpose might be, what the plan is, or
whose plan it might be.

Contrary to the popular view, therefore, life is not a ran-
dom set of events without purpose or intelligence. What
appears to be haphazard is really the unfoldment of a
Divine plan that is totally purposeful in terms of our spiri-
tual evolution.  It is a dynamic plan that changes every
time we make a decision, but it is always in a state of
Divine perfection.

The Bigger Picture
Whereas the existing paradigm requires physical proof
and measurement of existence, the new paradigm asks
us to trust our inner knowing that there is more to real-
ity than that which we can register with our five senses
or known instruments.  We have to surrender to the
idea that reality is far bigger than we have the capacity
to comprehend.  (Maybe one day we will be able to see
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the big picture and all will be revealed, but at this time it
remains obscured.)

The Universe Handles the Details
Not being privy to the big picture, we simply don’t know
all the possible variables of a situation that confront us.
Infinite Intelligence does, and knows also what is in our
best interests. When we surrender a problem to Infinite
Intelligence, we discover how easily events tend to un-
fold and how easy it is to manifest the world we want.

Spiritual Beings Having a Human Experience
Even though “spiritual amnesia” is necessary for the
experiment to work, our soul has made a choice to in-
carnate in order to be totally immersed in a finite world
of separation, duality, change and suffering. This is to
enable our soul to evolve into the experience of being
Love.  To achieve that, we have to transcend every-
thing that appears to be unlike Love. The human expe-
rience provides precisely that challenge.  The old para-
digm actually serves us quite well for this purpose and
is perfect in that sense. We also do it to contribute to
the expansion of the Mind of Universal Intelligence
(God).

Spiritual Beings Having a Spiritual Experience In a
Human Body
Once we have awakened at the right, predetermined
point in our lives and have become more aware of the
truth of who we are, we begin to move into an aware-
ness of this alternative paradigm.  We then realize that
we are spiritual beings but at the same time continue to
be fully grounded in the human experience — mainly to
be of service to others.

We Have Free Will
Even though we have incarnated with the blessing of
the All That Is, Infinite Intelligence, God or whatever
name you want to give to it, it is our choice as to how
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we create our experience, what lessons we choose and
how we create them.  We have complete free will to do
it however we want to, and to find our own way home.

Spiritual Intelligence
Since our spiritual intelligence will always move us in
the direction of healing, it will keep on creating situa-
tions that offer us the opportunity to see the limitations
in our thinking or unconscious beliefs. It attracts people
into our lives to mirror those beliefs, or lovingly "act
out" the parts repeatedly until we heal the misperception
and awaken to the truth of who we are.

Enemies as Teachers and Healing Angels
The people we dislike the most are our greatest teach-
ers, for they may be offering us the opportunity to heal
by either:

(a) mirroring what we hate in ourselves and have
denied, repressed and projected onto them.

(b) forcing us to look at something we have re-
pressed, and which remains a core belief or un-
healed trauma.

(c) keeping us on track with our mission.

Life Is A Mirror
What appears to be happening in the objective world is
merely illusion — it is just a projection of our conscious-
ness (our unconscious beliefs, ideas, attitudes, etc.).
To know what these are, look at what is showing up in
your life.  Life is simply a mirror and it will show you
what your beliefs are. For example, if you believe that
you can’t trust people, you will continually attract people
into your life who will betray you.

We are very committed to being right about our beliefs
so we unconsciously create all sorts of ways to prove
or validate them.  That’s how powerful we are, and we
don’t know it!
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Nothing to Forgive
Whereas the focus in the old paradigm was on judg-
ment, anger, blame and punishment, the new paradigm
holds that since everything happens for a reason, there
is no such thing as right or wrong. It just is.  From the
spiritual perspective, therefore, nothing wrong or right
is ever happening and there is nothing to forgive. For-
giveness is moot.

“Out There” versus “In Here”
Whereas in the old paradigm, the focus was always on
the objective world out there, the new paradigm recog-
nizes that the world “out there” is a projection of the
world “in here,” and that there is no separation between
them.  It is all one. Even God now lives within each one
of us instead of “up there.” We are now one with God
and God is Love — the unifying force in the Universe.

Spiritual Energy
Whereas the old paradigm existed within the constraints
of three-dimensional reality, with religion as something
separate, the new paradigm puts spirituality (not reli-
gion) front and center and expands our notions of real-
ity to include dimensions beyond form and space that
are spiritual in nature.  String theory is close to proving
that everything in the Universe is composed of tiny
strings or loops of energy and that what they eventually
manifest as in the physical world is a function of their
vibrational frequency.

Energy Bodies
Instead of regarding our bodies as machines, we now
see them as a set of interrelating energy fields and that
health is a matter of balancing energy. In my work with
corporations,** I have them see their own corporation
not as an amalgam of departments, buildings, systems
and so on, but a complex energy field composed of all
the energy fields of the people who work there.
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Fig:1 The Energy Field of a Corporation

They are now beginning to understand that corporate
health depends on the health of the corporate energy
field, and that, in turn, depends on everyone in the cor-
poration having energy fields that are clear and healthy.

Cause or Effect
Whereas the old paradigm places us totally at the mercy
of life with no part to play in the creation of it, the new
paradigm offers us the opportunity to be not just the
effect in a cause-and-effect world, but the cause. This
is not just talk. The physicists have proven that con-
sciousness is the creative force in the Universe and
that matter manifests as a consequence of our obser-
vation of it.

Matter can exist as both a wave and a particle. Prior to
its manifesting, it exists as a wave form — a potential.
It manifests when it converts from being a wave to be-
ing a particle.  What determines whether it is a wave or
a particle is our consciousness. So, far from being in-
consequential to creation itself, we are creating the world
in every moment. Our life is our own creation.  Realiz-
ing this is the first step towards Radical Manifestation.

Not Logical
The new paradigm makes very little sense to our logi-
cal mind, because our logic and reasoning is condi-
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tioned to think according to the structure of the old para-
digm.   Our attempts to explain it in the language of the
current one is feeble, but it’s the best we can do at this
time.

It Works
Though we do have quantum physics to back up the
new paradigm to an extraordinary degree, the only form
of validation we have as an individual arises as a pro-
found  inner knowing — a subjective reality.  Therefore,
the metaphysical construction of reality is not so much
a theory as an experience. The only proof of its value is
that, when we trust it and go with it, it seems to work.

Radical Forgiveness
For me, of course, the best example of this is Radical
Forgiveness.  I have been teaching it for almost 10 years
and find it to be extraordinarily successful. It really does
work, and yet it is built entirely on the basis of the new
metaphysical paradigm.

To the rational mind, raised in the context of the old
objective paradigm, Radical Forgiveness makes no
sense whatsoever.  But even with an analytical, left-
brained skeptic still operating from within the old para-
digm, it works just as well — so long as he or she is
willing to give it a try it by using the simple tools that the
technology provides.

The Vest
Here’s a story that proves that.  I had only been doing
workshops on Radical Forgiveness for a short while
when one of the participants in a workshop I was doing
in Australia told a story that was so heart-rending that I
found myself unable to hold that it was perfect in the
spiritual sense.  She was in a state of despair about
what was happening to her children and I was unable
to bring her to a place of Radical Forgiveness.  So I
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shared with the group that I could not hold it and was
therefore unable to be their leader in any meaningful
way.  How could I expect them to apply the principle to
their own problems if I was unable to apply it uniformly
to all situations?

So I gave them two choices:  (a) I would give them their
money back, we would abandon the workshop and I
would burn the book, or (b) we would go ahead with the
workshop and do the processes even though none of
us, including me, believed in it.  Well, they chose the
latter and we went ahead.

What was extraordinary was that by the end of the work-
shop, this person was in state of pure bliss and totally
at peace with her situation.  I know she still is to this
day, even though it was many years ago.  The effect on
the group and on me was profound.  She gave me back
my faith in the Radical Forgiveness process because if
she could do it, given her story, anyone could.

After that we went on to an-
other city, and in a week or
so, a beautiful vest arrived
in the mail that she had
made for me.  She said she
had so much energy that
night after the workshop,
she had to put it into some-
thing.  It was embroidered
with all sorts of things out
of the book.

           Fig. 2. The Vest

I now wear this vest (or another one that she made sub-
sequently), for at least one day of every workshop as
testimony to two things.  First, to remind me how fragile
my own ability is in holding the context of perfection in
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the face of seemingly awful things happening, and sec-
ond, as testimony to the fact that so long as you are
willing to use the tools, it works anyway.

That incident proved that no belief of any kind is re-
quired for Radical Forgiveness to work. It has nothing
to do with the intellectual mind; it is purely an en-
ergy experience. The tools provided simply enable the
energy attached to certain wounds, thoughts, beliefs
and assumptions, as well as situations, to flow where it
needs to flow and to be dispersed.  That’s what makes
Radical Forgiveness so fast and so easy to do.

Paradigms Clashing
I said earlier that neither logic nor even common sense
determine where we are in the process of shifting be-
tween paradigms. Rather, that it just depends on the
position you take at the time relative to your allegiance
to one paradigm or the other.

Evolution versus Intelligent Design
Interestingly enough, we are, at the time of writing, wit-
nessing in America the pure positionality of those who
defend either one or the other of the two paradigms.
One group maintains that Darwin’s Theory of Evolution
is the only valid explanation of how life began.  The
other group rejects Darwin’s theory on the grounds that
it cannot possibly explain the diversity, the complexity,
symbiotic interdependence and sheer beauty of the life
process.  They have come up with a metaphysical no-
tion called Intelligent Design to explain it. Their posi-
tion is that nature can only be understood if we credit
the design of it to some form of over-arching, albeit
unknown, intelligence.

Leaving aside the unfortunate fact that political conser-
vatives have created a much perverted version of Intel-
ligent Design to stand as code for creationism (the idea
that the world was created exactly according to the story
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in the Bible), and that their God was the designer, the
pure idea of Intelligent Design nevertheless represents
the view most closely associated with the metaphysical
paradigm.

Oneness Versus Separateness
Similarly, another interesting split has occurred within
the Christian Evangelical movement at the very moment
I am writing this chapter, where the two factions are
taking sides on the issue (as I see it), of oneness ver-
sus separateness.

The surface argument is about whether the government
should be doing something about global warming or
not.  The debate is being framed in terms of one group’s
asserting that human beings are above everything else
in the great scheme of things and that their interests
are paramount.  Therefore, if cutting CO2 emissions
would be bad for the (American) economy and there-
fore bad for Americans, so the argument goes, that
should take precedent over concern for the environ-
ment and climactic stability.

The other group is arguing that human beings should
have concern for all of God’s creation and that we should
be good stewards of the planet and be responsible for
it.  Therefore we ought to do something about reducing
emissions.  It will be interesting to see how the debate
unfolds, especially given the fact that the evangelicals
as a group form a large part of George Bush’s base
and he is more of a mind to ignore global warming be-
cause to do anything about it would be bad for busi-
ness.
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Chapter 6
Living In Both Paradigms

At first blush, you would think that the two life para-
digms were mutually exclusive.  However, just
as ordinary people, in taking more responsibility

for their own health and healing, simply take the best of
traditional medicine and the best of energy medicine
and put them together into a combination that works for
them, so we, as spiritual beings doing our spiritual jour-
ney on the earth plane, need to be able to work with
both life paradigms at the same time.  We need to be
as much grounded in the paradigm based on the pre-
cepts of the objective construction of reality as we are
in the one based on metaphysical and spiritual precepts.

I believe that we incarnate into the life experience in
order to experience separation.  The ultimate purpose
of this is to magnify our sense of oneness by experi-
encing the opposite of it.  Naturally, for this to work, it is
necessary that we believe in separation, but once it has
been experienced to the degree required according to
our soul’s assessment relative to what we agree to do
prior to incarnating, we can begin the pre-determined
process of waking up to the truth of who we are.  (This
typically begins in mid-life for most people and may take
several years.)  In effect, this process of awakening is
the same thing as making the shift to the new para-
digm.

The Default Paradigm
The above comments notwithstanding, it still holds true
that in the Western world, when it comes to ordinary
everyday life and practical matters, we mostly default
to the objective reality paradigm for our construction of
physical reality and life as we know it.
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We can equate this with how, despite the fact that quan-
tum physics has proven that Newtonian physics is fun-
damentally flawed, and despite the fact that quantum
physics has been around now for more than half a cen-
tury, we still default to Newtonian physics to help us
understand the world in a practical way. It still works for
us at that level.

We currently default to the old paradigm, at best, prob-
ably around 90 percent of the time.  It keeps us grounded
in the human experience in the same way that
Newtonian physics keeps us grounded in everyday prac-
tical affairs. Only rarely do we reference quantum phys-
ics in our daily lives and in the same way, and only very
occasionally are we able to see life from the perspec-
tive of the new paradigm.

         Existing Paradigm         New Paradigm
90%      10%

It would be all too easy to beat ourselves up for not
being fully into the new paradigm and give up the pro-
cess of transforming ourselves step by step or — worse
— to kid ourselves that we are already there.  We are
not.  Our consciousness is not evolved enough yet to
be fully in it.

But we are getting close. The ratio will change dramati-
cally as a result of our mass awakening and transfor-
mation, but we must keep working at it.
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The task is to change, slowly but surely, the ratio be-
tween our being predominantly more in one or the other,
and to arrive at the point where we can comfortably be
in both at the same time.

Fig. 3: Merging Paradigms

Practicing the Transition
It is not a case of waiting passively for this to happen.
The tools of Radical Forgiveness and Radical Manifes-
tation provide the opportunity to actually practice it.  As
you use the tools, you are in effect “faking it until you
make it.”  But as we have already seen, since belief is
not required, faking it will be very effective.  You will
actually experience both the transition and being in the
new paradigm.

The RF/RM Bridge
Faking it when using the tools of Radical Forgiveness
and Radical Manifestation enables us to suspend our
normal way of thinking about life and be open to the
new paradigm even before we fully understand it.

Each of the tools operates like a bridge between these
two realities. They enable us to move freely and easily
between them, almost without knowing it.
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Fig. 4: The Bridge to Love

Like anything else, the more we practice something,
the less fear we have about it.  When the time comes
for us to make the shift complete, we will be so accus-
tomed to being in the vibration of the love-based reality
(through using the tools) that our fears about making
the final leap will have evaporated.

How long the transformation is going to take is anyone’s
guess.  Obviously, it will vary from individual to indi-
vidual, but to a large extent it will depend on how com-
mitted people are to using the tools that are available.

Remember, the tools are designed, not only to give us
practice in being in the vibration of the metaphysical
paradigm while we are manifesting, but to progressively
and permanently raise our vibration to where we won’t
need them any more.  By that time, our transformation
will be complete and we will be fully empowered at all
levels.

Present
Fear-Based
Paradigm.

Desired
Love-Based
Paradigm

F E A R
OF

CHANGE
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Chapter 7
Assumptions

In Part One it was necessary to establish that Radi-
cal Manifestation can only operate within the frame-
work of the metaphysical paradigm.  On that basis

we are now able to outline the assumptions that form
the foundation for Radical Manifestation. They are as
follows:

Assumption #1.  Radical Manifestation arises from
our realization that Spirit is the source of all our sup-
ply and that abundance is the natural condition of
the Universe, there being no shortage of anything.  It
is from that place that we create and manifest what
we desire knowing that we deserve to have anything
we want.

The one thing that most people would agree upon is
that there is no shortage of energy in the Universe.
There is an infinite supply of it.  If everything of a physi-
cal nature is nothing more than energy made manifest
through consciousness as quantum physics implies,
(see the “wave” and “particle” theory on Page 32), then
theoretically there should be no shortage of anything
that we set our intention to have, assuming we know
what it is we want and know how to ask for it.

Physicist David Bohm claims that the tangible reality of
everyday life is really just an illusion, just like a holo-
graphic image. Beneath the so-called objective reality
lies a deeper order of reality that continually gives birth
to the material world.  He called this level of reality the
implicate order in which things that are not yet manifest
are “enfolded,” just waiting to be made manifest (un-
folded) through the mechanism of consciousness.
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When consciousness causes this to occur it becomes
‘explicate’ and forms what Bohm calls the explicate or-
der of reality.

To Bohm, the manifestation of all form is simply the re-
sult of innumerable shifts between the implicate and
explicate order of reality and that there is no limit to
what can be made explicate out of the implicate order.
It’s all in there, enfolded in the implicate order in the
form of energy, just waiting for us to bring it forth and
make it explicate.  We have the power to do so, and
that’s what I mean by Radical Manifestation.  It’s our
choice to do it, or not.

I doubt that you could claim never to have had the ex-
perience of wanting something really badly and have it
inexplicably turn up just when you needed it!  I defy
anyone to say that it has never happened to him or her
at least once in his or her life. I don’t care if you inter-
preted it as a piece of luck or good fortune, or you could
see an objective reason why it happened — your mon-
key mind will always invent something logical to explain
something like that — but how about the possibility that
you called it forth out of the implicate order?

This brings me to the deservability issue that is hinted
at in the last part of this first assumption.  There are
many core-negative beliefs that have arisen out of our
adherence to the old paradigm, but the “I am not wor-
thy,” and the “I don’t deserve,” are among the worst.

They all too effectively block our ability to manifest what
we want out of the field of abundance.  They are in-
credibly disempowering and yet the vast majority of
people have those beliefs and more like them.  Such
beliefs arise out of the extremely judgmental value sys-
tem of the old paradigm.
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The truth of the matter, however, is that the Universe is
completely neutral. It does not judge anyone or any-
thing and never engages in assessment of deservability
or worthiness.  It loves you unconditionally and gives
you everything you ask for.  The problem is that if you
believe that you are undeserving, it will give you only
what confirms your belief.  You will only get what you
think you deserve.  As we said in Part One, if you want
to know what your beliefs are, look at what is showing
up in your life.  There is a direct correlation.

Assumption #2   Radical Manifestation depends
upon the extent to which one is willing to clear from
one’s consciousness, using the Radical Forgive-
ness technology, any and all existing victim/per-
petrator stories, along with any resentment, blame,
expectation or judgments attached thereto.

The concern here in this assumption is for the qual-ity
and purity of your energy field and the level of your
vibration.  To be able to manifest what you want in your
life, you need your vibration to be fairly high and your
energy field relatively clear.

Think of your energy field as being like the air filter in a
car. The more clogged it is, the less efficient the engine
can be. The more your energy field is clogged with re-
sentment, anger, bitterness, sadness and the like, the
lower your vibration will be and the less able you will be
to practice Radical Manifestation.

Fortunately, you have at your disposal a technology that
will enable you to clear your energy field of all the vic-
tim and perpetrator “stories” that carry a low vibration.
That technology is Radical Forgiveness.
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Early childhood wounds like abandonment, rejection,
abuse, etc., will yield quickly to Radical Forgiveness.
So will the pain of divorce, loss of a friend or spouse,
betrayal, career problems and so on. (That’s not to say
that you don’t allow yourself to have the feelings. You
must do that. It is essential. Otherwise you will be do-
ing a ‘spiritual bypass,’ and that does not work.) Guilt
and shame will also yield quickly to Radical Self-for-
giveness. (See Appendix for the On-line Self-Forgive-
ness Program.)

To have a high vibration, you must relinquish victim con-
sciousness completely. Blame has no place in this para-
digm. No more justifying and pointing the finger at oth-
ers. You have to take responsibility for creating your
own life — because the truth is that you do indeed cre-
ate it.

What does it mean to have a high vibration?  How can
you tell whether a person has a high or low vibration?
The following may help shed some light on this.

Low-Vibration People
People of low vibration tend to regularly experience
emotions like anger, fear, resentment, jealousy, cyni-
cism, apathy and other negative emotions.  They tend
to have a preponderance of core-negative beliefs. They
tend to be energy vampires, taking more out of the sys-
tem than they put in.  They have tendency to lay blame
and justify.

High-Vibration People
Someone with a high vibration is likely to be free of
most negative emotions and will have a predominance
of core-positive beliefs.  He or she is likely to be bright,
happy, open-minded, likable, clear, cooperative and
creative.  High-vibration people are more apt to experi-
ence emotions like appreciation, gratitude, compassion,
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humility and love than those of a more negative nature.
They are more likely to draw on the finer energy com-
ing from Spirit and eschew energy that emanates from
Ego.  People of high vibration usually have high integ-
rity.  High-vibration people tend to put a lot more into a
system than they take out.  They give energy to those
around them rather than seek to draw it from others.  It
feels good to be in their presence.

A Vibratory Scale
The chart below outlines a model of how individual quali-
ties of mind rank in terms of vibration.  This information
is taken from the work of David Hawkins, M.D., Ph.D.,
and his ground-breaking book, Power vs. Force,  in
which he has logged, in rank order, how each quality of
mind scores on a scale of one to 600.

Quality Log Emotion
Peace 600 Bliss
Joy 540 Serenity
Love 500 Reverence
Reason 400 Understanding
Acceptance 350 Forgiveness
Willingness 310 Optimism
Neutrality 250 Trust
Courage 200 Affirmation
Pride 175 Scorn
Anger 150 Hate
Desire 125 Craving
Fear 100 Anxiety
Grief   75 Regret
Apathy   50 Despair
Guilt   30 Blame
Shame   20 Humiliation

200 — The Pivot Point
The critical point on the scale is the 200 mark.  At less
than 200, the person’s main concern is personal sur-
vival, and they tend to take more out of a system than
they put in.  Their effect on the overall energy field of
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any group they are a part of is liable, therefore, to be
net-negative.  Someone above the 200 mark is more
likely to begin to consider the welfare of others as well
as his or her own, and is likely, therefore, to have a net-
positive effect on the overall energy field of the group.

To put this in perspective, Hawkins points out that the
vast majority of the world’s population is well below the
200 mark. However, because the few people vibrating
at very high levels (500+) are counteracting the energy
of the majority vibrating below 200, the average is 207.

Only in the last decade has it passed the 200 mark.
Someone vibrating at around 350 is counteracting
200,000 people below 200. Someone vibrating at the
level of 500 is counteracting 750,000 people below 200.

Not Good or Bad
The idea is not to judge anyone as less than or better
than someone else, or as good or bad.  As Hawkins
says:

“Moralistic judgments are merely a function of the
viewpoint from which they proceed.  We see, for
instance, that a person in Grief, which calibrates at
a low level of 75, will be in a much better condition if
he rises to Anger, which calibrates at 150. Anger,
itself a destructive emotion, is a low state of con-
sciousness, but as social history shows, apathy can
imprison entire subcultures as well as individuals.
If the hopeless can come to want something better
(Desire — 125) and use the energy of Anger at 150
to develop Pride (175), they may then be able to
take the step to Courage which calibrates at 200,
and proceed to improve their individual or collective
conditions.”
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Shoot For 350-500
I have consistently stressed willingness in this book and
in all my writings on Radical Forgiveness. Because will-
ingness enters at 310 and acceptance at 350, I had
earlier concluded that 400 would be the vibratory level
people would need to reach to be fully aligned with,
and living from, the paradigm that fully supported the
Radical Forgiveness and Radical Manifestation tech-
nology.

However, on closer reading of Hawkins’ works, I am
now persuaded that a vibratory rate of 500 is a more
appropriate goal, at least for the advanced program (see
next page), especially given that we are now adding
Radical Manifestation to Radical Forgiveness.  It is also
the point at which Hawkins says spiritual awareness
takes a giant leap.  To quote Hawkins —

“On our scale of consciousness, there are two criti-
cal points that allow for major advancement.  The
first is at 200, the initial level of empowerment:  Here
the willingness to stop blaming and accept respon-
sibility of one’s own actions, feeling, and beliefs
arises. (As long as cause and responsibility are pro-
jected outside of oneself, one will remain in the pow-
erless mode of victimhood.)  The second is the 500
level, which is reached by accepting love and non-
judgmental forgiveness as a life-style,  exercising
unconditional kindness to all persons, things and
events without exception.” (His italics.)

From this we can see that to be anywhere on the scale
between 200 and 500 would be good in terms of being
willing to give up the “blame-game” and be responsible
for one’s own life, but it is not until we reach 500 that
Radical Manifestation becomes so deeply anchored in
our consciousness that it becomes our default life-style.
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My sense of it also is that it is only when we begin to
consistently vibrate at around 500 that we would come
into our full power as conscious manifestors of our own
desired reality.  It seems reasonable to suppose that
one cannot begin living the metaphysical paradigm if
one’s vibration is less than 350. That’s why doing the
Radical Forgiveness work which will get us beyond 350,
is a pre-requisite for getting to full Radical Empower-
ment at around 500.

For many of us, it might be that we would vacillate be-
tween 350 and 500, depending on what is happening
in our lives at the time, perhaps only reaching 500 in
rare moments. Nevertheless, we make 500 the goal to
aim for in our Radical Empowerment program.

Assumption #3  Radical Manifestation arises in di-
rect proportion to one’s willingness to live in the
metaphysical paradigm, aligning one’s values, be-
liefs and behaviors with it, at least to the extent that
it is possible at this time.

In Part One we laid out the underlying values, beliefs,
concepts, ideas, and assumptions associated with the
paradigm we have called the metaphysical construc-
tion of reality, so there is no need to repeat them here.

We also said that shifting from the one paradigm to the
other was necessarily a gradual process and that will-
ingness was the key.  As long as one is willing and
uses whatever means possible to make the transition
and raise one’s vibration as indicated in the last chap-
ter, that is enough.

That would include, of course, using all the tools of Radi-
cal Forgiveness on a consistent basis and making that
a habit. As we have seen, being genuinely willing to
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abide by the values and beliefs of the new paradigm
will raise your vibration sufficient to enable you to be
the manifestor you aspire to be.

It is also important that we remain fully grounded in the
actual human experience.  The danger in identifying
too strongly with the new paradigm, with its emphasis
on spirituality, is that we might forget that the human
experience is an “in-body” one.  It is to be experienced
primarily through our senses and mediated through our
feelings.  It is an exercise in living in both the World of
Humanity and the World of Divine Truth simultaneously.
Briefly, these can be described as follows:

The World of Humanity represents the world of ob-
jective reality we see as outside ourselves.  As a world
of form, it provides the setting in which we live our
everyday human lives, as well as the reality we ex-
perience through our five senses. It holds the energy
patterns of death, change, fear, limitation, and dual-
ity.  This world provides us with the environment in
which we, as spiritual beings, can experience being
human.

The World of Divine Truth, on the other hand, has
no physical form and already carries the energy pat-
tern of eternal life, infinite abundance, love, and one-
ness with Spirit.  Even though we cannot perceive
this world with our senses, and we scarcely possess
the mental capacity to comprehend it, we can get
enough of a sense of it to know that it is real.  Such
activities as prayer, meditation and Radical Forgive-
ness, all of which raise our vibration, allow us to ac-
cess the World of Divine Truth.

These existential realms differ not in terms of place
or time but solely in their vibrational level.  The study
of quantum physics has proven that all reality con-
sists of energy patterns and that consciousness sus-
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tains these energy patterns.  Thus, the world of form
exists as dense concentrations of energy vibrating at
frequencies we can experience through our physical
senses.  On the other hand, we experience the World
of Divine Truth as an inner knowing and an extrasen-
sory awareness.

Because these two worlds exist on the same con-
tinuum, we do not live sometimes in one and some-
times in the other.  We live in both worlds at the same
time.  However, which world we experience at any
given moment depends upon our awareness of them.
Obviously, as human beings our consciousness reso-
nates easily with the World of Humanity.  Our senses
naturally pull us into that world and convince us that
it is real.  As we saw  earlier, our task is to learn to be
in both worlds at the same time.

Assumption #4. Radical Manifestation depends
on one’s clarity in knowing what one wants and
why one wants it, how clearly the request is made,
how much gratitude can be felt knowing that it is
already done, and finally, on one’s willingness to
drop one’s attachment to having it.

There are a number of issues included in this assump-
tion and they all need to be addressed.

The first, most obvious thing to point out is that the Uni-
verse will not give you what you want unless you ask.  It
probably knows, of course, but since you have free will
it will only respond to a request.  Therefore, you must
know what you want and you must find a way to ex-
press it in very clear terms.

Be careful what you ask for, though.  In our materialistic
culture we have been taught to use the power of our
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mind to set and achieve goals that are purely material-
istic in nature and without much reference to higher-
order spiritual values.  Such goals are often driven by
non-spiritual, low consciousness values such as greed,
envy, competition, control, fear, need to succeed, need
for approval and all other forms of extrinsic motivations
that have their origins in the idea of scarcity and fear-
based values.

There is nothing intrinsically wrong or bad about mate-
rialistic goals, but we need to realize that if driven by
these kinds of values they will not result in happiness
or satisfaction, either for oneself or for the collective as
a whole. In fact, there is a distinct possibility that such
goals create harm, or at the very least, dissatisfaction
or disappointment.  The answer is to set materialistic
intentions that have specific reference to higher inten-
tions and associated values.  (See below.)

The other trap that we fall into by having goals based
on low consciousness values is attachment to outcome.
If the goals are not reached we feel that we have failed.
That’s because we have the belief that we ourselves,
or our Ego, are the ones who are doing it, not Spirit.

The Three Levels of Intention:

1. Baseline Intentions or Materialistic Goals
These are desires rooted in the material world that
satisfy our need for physical comfort and other ba-
sic human needs.  Examples are wealth, health, re-
spect, status, success, power, control, recognition,
material goods, etc. Such intentions result in mani-
festing things like material success, pride, freedom
to act, practical knowledge, groundedness and so
on. The values at this baseline level are likely to be
physical survival, self-gratification, comfort, and ma-
terial success.
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2. Transformational Intentions
These are intentions that arise out of a desire for
personal transformation, self-learning and growth.
Such intentions are about discovering who you truly
are, overcoming old programming, releasing the
past, awakening to your own power and knowing
the purpose for your life. They are about expanding
one’s consciousness and developing a greater un-
derstanding of life and how it all fits in the grand
scheme of things.  Such intentions might result in
greater satisfaction with life, increased sense of
purpose, greater happiness, heightened awareness,
insight, intuition, willingness to forgive, trust in and
an increased connection to Spirit.

3. Transpersonal Intentions
These intentions are of a more inspirational nature
that transcend self almost entirely.  They find ex-
pression in  such things as a deep and abiding con-
cern for humanity, life in all its forms and for the
environment, and a strong desire for social justice,
peace, reconciliation and healing.  What motivates
these intentions is the joy of giving and receiving
and being of service. The attributes they would lead
you to have are such things as unconditionality, non-
attachment, surrender, gratitude, generosity, love
and joy.  The end state that such goals lead to is
Divine consciousness and a desire to connect to
Source.

Refer Upwards
Ideally each level should reference the one above it.  In
other words, when you give a reason why you wish to
manifest something material, it is better coming at least
from the transformational level, or even the
transpersonal level, rather than just from the baseline
level.  In that way, you invoke the values of those higher
levels to drive the practical or materialistic goals, thereby
giving your goals a higher vibration. Also, as we have
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already said, the importance of your attaching the feel-
ings associated with already having that which you want
is of paramount importance. But what is even more im-
portant is that the emotions be attached to the higher
level intentions as well, rather than the lower ones alone.
Let me give you a down-to-earth example from my own
life.

When I was growing up I always loved the Jaguar as a
car, but always saw it as a car that was for the well-to-
do and successful business people.  My father was an
aircraft technician and rode a bike seven miles to work
and back every day and we didn’t have a car.  Not until
he was into his fifties did he own a car and even then it
was only a Mini.  We were definitely working class
people living in England, which is a class-based soci-
ety.  It is not as easy to overcome your class origins in
England as it is in America. Money alone doesn’t do it.

To me, the Jaguar seemed like a car for people of a
different class or for people who had made it in life.  It
represented success and an affluent life-style as well
as class. Jaguar people were definitely upper class. I
was not.

To set myself the goal of having a Jaguar would there-
fore be a baseline goal.  It was unashamedly material-
istic, but I referenced my intention to create a Jaguar to
a transformational goal of overcoming my poverty con-
sciousness and my inferior class consciousness so I
could push through to a new level of business success.
That is another baseline goal, but it actually references
an inspirational goal of being able to be of service to
more people and achieving my mission of creating a
world of forgiveness by 2012. That is my work and there-
fore my business.

Cars actually mean very little to me.  They are just a
form of transport, and I don’t relate to them as status
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symbols based on their price.  In fact, I had owned a
vehicle prior to the Jag which was much more expen-
sive.  But it held no meaning for me.  It was just a ve-
hicle to get around in.  However, I gave the Jag a mean-
ing that supported my own personal transformation and
referenced my divine purpose, so I was able to mani-
fest it easily.

Fig. 6: The Jaguar

So, the point here is make sure that you have some
higher level goals to give a reference to your baseline
goals.  And they must be real and authentic.  It’s no
good making them up.  If you really can’t find reasons
for having something in terms of either your own trans-
formation or divine purpose, then you should question
whether it is worth putting energy into manifesting them
at all, assuming there is no real and genuine need.  What
we see so much of today is people accumulating “stuff”
for the sake of having it and feeling ever more dissatis-
fied.  The reason they feel this way is because it is
devoid of meaning.

The last part of this assumption is probably the most
important and yet the most difficult. In the same way
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that Radical Forgiveness is about coming to the real-
ization that there is nothing to forgive, so Radical Mani-
festation is about giving up any attachment to receiving
what you asked for.  (See Chapter 9 for more on this
important step.)

It seems paradoxical that on the one hand you have to
put a lot of energy into your intention and to feel it as
intensely as possible, but that you must then let go of
any attachment to having it.  It is a bit like a trapeze act.
The flyer puts all his attention into getting the prepara-
tion part of the act perfect but once in the air, there’s
nothing to do but trust that his partner will be there to
catch him at precisely the right moment.

Be careful not to judge the results. If what you ask for
doesn’t manifest, it doesn’t mean that you have failed.
It just means that your spiritual intelligence has decided
that either something else better awaits you, or the time
is not right, or you’re not ready to receive it yet.
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PART TWO
Mind Training

And Spiritual Practice
For Radical Manifestation

Chapter 8
The Mind

This is by no means the only book or program on
the market that promises to show you how to
manifest your dreams.  However, most of them

depend on giving you techniques that train you to over-
ride the long-term programming of your subconscious
and unconscious minds.

Even though that approach has been around for a long
time, beginning perhaps with Napoleon Hill’s famous
book, Think and Grow Rich, it is worth looking at why
that approach is seldom successful or at least only suc-
cessful to a certain point.  Then we can look at the ap-
proach taken in this book and understand the differ-
ence.

It will be helpful to look first at how the mind actually
works and discover why our programming is so resis-
tant to change.
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Fig. 7:  The Mind

As you will see from the diagram above, there are three
areas of mind — plus the emotional component which
covers all three.

1. The Conscious Mind
This is that part of the mind from which we operate with
conscious awareness.  It is responsible for our day-to-
day cognitive activity. It is thought to be no more than
10 percent of our total mental activity.

2. The Subconscious Mind
The subconscious is one level down from the conscious
mind.  It is that part of our mind which stores all of our
learned ideas, beliefs, attitudes, prejudices and habits
as well as many of our basic needs and drives.  It is
programmable, but once the program is in, it is very
resistant to change.  It is said that the subconscious
mind is 90 percent programmed by the time we are
seven or eight years old and that, consequently, our
life script has been written by that time.

The cellular biologist Dr. Bruce Lipton, author of The
Biology of Belief, says the conscious mind is a 40-bit-
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per-second processor that handles about five percent
of our operations, whereas the subconscious mind is a
40-million-bit-per-second processor that handles 95
percent of our operations.

The content of the subconscious mind is always mani-
festing itself as observable behavior.  It continually
emanates creative energy that, due to the law of attrac-
tion, creates actual situations in one’s own life experi-
ence. That’s why we say that if you want to know what
your beliefs are, see what turns up in your life.  In other
words, your life is a mirror of what exists in your sub-
conscious mind.

3. The Unconscious Mind
This is a level which goes deeper than the subcon-
scious.  The content is much more difficult to recognize
or to access.  Repressed unconscious material is bur-
ied way down below the level of awareness and is sel-
dom made manifest as recognizable behavior.

That’s because the content of this part of the mind is
surrounded by sophisticated defense mechanisms that
keep everything hidden and deeply repressed.  It’s not
that it doesn’t result in behavior; it does. But it is ex-
tremely well camouflaged.

Our deepest fears, held shame and most painful wounds
lie buried and unresolved in this part of our mind.  Our
most strongly held resentments remain shackled down
here along with our unresolved grief and profound self-
hatred. The unconscious mind is the repository of dark
secrets we just can’t bear to look at and base desires
that we can’t own.  It is a dark place.  It is constantly
emanating energy, and its effects, though hardly recog-
nizable and seldom, if ever, correctly understood for
what causes them, are powerful indeed.  The potential
that such energy carries for creating all sorts of mis-
chief  is enormous.
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It is also interesting to see how these three aspects of
mind are structured in layers and how both the subcon-
scious and unconscious parts of the mind each have a
built-in system of self-preservation.  In particular, there
is a mechanism that operates between the conscious
mind and the subconscious mind that blocks and filters
information flowing in both directions.

Verification
This filter mechanism also acts as a verification system
in the sense that, if an idea occurs in the conscious
mind such as “I am wealthy now,” the filter mechanism
dives down into the subconscious and unconscious
parts of the mind to check whether the idea is in align-
ment with what already exists down there.  If it finds, for
example, that there is a pre-existing idea, belief system
or attitudinal complex that says something like “you are
not of the right class to be wealthy,” or “money is bad
and only bad people are rich,” the idea will be rejected.

Fig. 8: The Filter Mechanism
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Blocking Mechanisms
The conscious mind is comparatively weak and unable
to override the subconscious mind.  Therefore, in this
example, the truth is that a person who appears on the
face of it to consciously want more money, really does
not.  He or she will, therefore, find ways to sabotage
any flow of money in his or her direction.  This is a very
common phenomenon and, of course, is an example of
how the subconscious and unconscious minds block
our ability to manifest what we want.

The current paradigm of reality that we work with now
has loaded our collective subconscious mind with all
manner of beliefs that get in the way of our power to
create whatever we want — health, money, freedom,
love, fulfillment and so on.  This is a process that has
been going on for centuries, so it is not going to change
quickly, and we are fooling ourselves if we think we can
simply over-ride our subconscious and unconscious
minds by mouthing a few affirmations and making con-
scious resolutions.

In order to reprogram ourselves to be in alignment with
our true creative power that the metaphysical paradigm
tells us we have, we must do two things:

1. Effectively bypass the parts of our subconscious
and unconscious minds that hold all the old program-
ming and employ instead our spiritual intelligence.

2. Use certain attributes of the subconscious and
unconscious minds to start the process off, but hand
it over entirely to our spiritual intelligence well be-
fore the negative programming kicks in.

Most programs focus almost entirely on the use of the
mind and, since they are primarily grounded in the old
paradigm, offer no awareness about spiritual intelli-
gence.  The approach taken in this book is grounded in
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the metaphysical paradigm, so its main focus is not on
mind training but on ‘spiritual practice.’

Whereas mental intelligence is connected to the intel-
lectual part of the mind, known as the prefrontal cortex,
and while emotional  intelligence is located in the lim-
bic brain, spiritual intelligence resides in the heart.  It’s
the intelligence of our soul.

Unlike the other two forms of intelligence (mental and
emotional), which are fully  individualized, spiritual in-
telligence is a shared phenomenon. It is part of the larger
collective spiritual intelligence and group soul.  It is di-
rectly connected to Universal Intelligence.  Most of what
we need to learn in the way of technique for Radical
Manifestation is directed at this part of our conscious-
ness.

That said, however, insofar as the manifestation pro-
cess starts off in the mental mind as an idea or a vision
and is initially propelled by a desire (emotion), then it
makes sense to involve both mental and emotional in-
telligence in the manifestation process, at least at the
beginning.

The idea is to use  the mental minds (conscious, sub-
conscious and unconscious) to jump start the process
prior to handing it over to spiritual intelligence, making
sure that we hand it over well before the negative pro-
gramming kicks in.  We can use well-established tech-
niques like the power of suggestion, visualization tech-
niques and emotional leverage to supercharge the pro-
cess before giving it over to Spirit.

We can formalize this into six steps in the manifesta-
tion process, which I describe in the following chapter.
But better yet, I have built this same ‘technology’ into a
couple of simple tools which I have packaged together,
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along with an informational DVD, to make it easy and
virtually automatic.  The first is a Radical Manifesta-
tion Worksheet, while the second is an audio process
on CD called 13 Steps to Radical Manifestation. (De-
tails next page.)

Chapter 9
Six Steps to Manifestation

The process of manifestation can be broken down
into six distinct steps.  The first four occur as men-
tal and emotional phenomena. The last two arise

out of spiritual practice and are the most difficult to mas-
ter.  They are nevertheless the most important.

1. Become aware of the need.
2. Clarify and give precise language to the idea.
3. Visualize the end result.
4. Feel the emotions of already receiving it.
5. Hand it over completely to Spirit.
6. Drop all attachment to having it.

Step #1
Becoming Aware of the Need

This awareness arises either as a consequence of an
inner (intrinsic) longing for something or is the result of
some outside (extrinsic) message or event.
Assuming that all our basic needs for food, shelter and
safety are met, it is probably true to say that those of an
intrinsic nature are more likely to be longings for things
associated with the inspirational or transformational
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goals, whereas the more extrinsic kinds of triggers are
more likely to be for baseline goals.

Relative Deprivation
Advertising and all other forms of marketing are de-
signed to create an awareness of some baseline need,
more often than not one that we didn’t even know we
had.  They do this by creating in you a feeling of rela-
tive deprivation.  No matter how much “stuff” you have
already, marketers try to make you feel deprived on the
basis that others have things you don’t have, or they
have the latest version and you don’t.

Being the Observer
The important part of this step is being able to watch
the awareness of need arising in you. This is why your
“observer” is crucial.  The observer is that part of you
that watches you from a non-judgmental, neutral place
apart from you.  It is more than your own self-aware-
ness; it is part of your Higher, ‘I AM’ Self.

Bearing in mind that the messages you are bombarded
with every day are aimed at your subconscious mind
against which there is little defence, it is very important
to be able to stand apart and watch your reactions.  Also,
to notice when and how you are triggered, and how you
get hooked. The objective, however, is not to make this
wrong or to judge your desires in any way.  If you like to
stay in fashion and have the latest clothes, or keep up
with the latest gadgets, then why not?  Who says that
you shouldn’t set a goal to manifest an expensive leather
coat or have the latest computer?

What Level of Intention?
The key, however,  is to have an awareness of your
longings and where they come from.  It really helps to
be able to classify your desire in terms of the three lev-
els of intention mentioned earlier.  Is it simply a baseline
intention to create something of a material nature?  Does
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it arise out of a desire to transform yourself?  Is it com-
ing as a longing for meaning, purpose and fulfillment?
Is it a combination of two or three of these intentions?

This is not to say that a desire for something that is
simply materialistic is bad.  There’s nothing wrong with
wanting things. But we should clearly understand that,
unless it references one or more of the levels above it,
it won’t do a lot for us. Material things don’t lead to hap-
piness or fulfillment, and by themselves, they give little
meaning to our lives.  As long as we know that and
don’t kid ourselves that the new car is the answer to
our low self-esteem or depression, then what’s wrong
with having a nice car?  Why wouldn’t the Universe
want to give it to us? Go for it, I say!  But be aware.

Evaluating the Need
What is important then, before moving on to the sec-
ond step, is to be able to examine, without judgment,
our wants,  our desires and our longings to see if they
are real; to assess whether they are important or just
frivolous; to notice whether they have meaning or value
to us or represent merely a passing fancy.  It doesn’t
matter either way, so long as you know and you are not
deluding yourself.

Ask Why?
A helpful question to ask is “why?” Why do I want this?
What will it lead to? What good would it do?  What’s
the payoff?

The “why” question is important from a technical stand-
point also.  Remember, even though we have to ensure
that the programming that is already in the subconscious
mind doesn’t cancel our intention to have what we want
before we have handed it over to Spirit, we are still em-
ploying that part of the mind in the process of manifes-
tation.
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What we know about the subconscious mind is that it is
less likely to block something, even if it contradicts what
it already knows, if you give it a reason or an excuse.
That’s why all the manifestation tools and processes
ask that you give reasons for wanting the thing that you
desire.

Since it does take energy and effort to manifest some-
thing, you have to ask whether it is worth expending
energy in manifesting this thing.  That means setting
some kind of priority.  What is most important to you?
What is most meaningful?  What would lead to the most
peace, happiness and joy? Again, reference it to the
higher intentions.

Step #2:
Clarify and Give Precise

 Language to the Idea

Having become aware of the desire, it is now important
that you get very clear about precisely what you are
asking the Universe to provide for you.  You may al-
ready have done some of this in asking yourself some
of the questions in Step One, but there are some guide-
lines about how to articulate or give word to what you
want.

Clarity
This can range from something as non-specific as “I
need help,” to something so detailed and specific that it
even includes a very precise list of the attributes it should
have.  Even though one is precise and the other is open,
there is nevertheless clarity in both approaches.

The point is to be clear and unambiguous about what
you intend to create, and open to having it show up in
whatever form the Universe decides to present it in.
Clearly, an “I need help,” statement means “I’ll take help
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in any form.”  On the other hand, if there is a detail that
is important it should be included, especially if that is
the one thing that gives your intention meaning at the
second and third levels.

Returning to my own example of the Jaguar car, not
only did I hold an intention to have a Jaguar in order to
transform my consciousness about social class, wor-
thiness and success, but it had to be a particular model.
The S-type is very reminiscent of the 50s Mark 1 model
to which I had attached that particular meaning, so no
other model would have done; not even the more ex-
pensive XJ model.  I had to have clarity in my intention
with regard to that detail or the whole point of having
the car would have been lost.

The List
In the 80’s and 90’s it became very common for people
who were looking for a mate to make a very detailed list
of the attributes they wanted in a mate.  I had a friend
who did this and someone showed up who seemed to
be the answer to her prayer in every respect.  They got
married but soon after she realized that she had asked
for all the right things but forgot to make it a require-
ment that she should be able to love him!  They di-
vorced soon after.

The Power of the Word
Once you know what you want and have become very
clear about it in your own mind, you must give it word.
Whenever you speak something you give it power.
Words have enormous energy behind them and they
are powerfully creative, especially if they are accompa-
nied by emotional energy.  So make sure you use words
in your statement that evoke feeling.

By all means write your intentions down very clearly,
making sure that you have all the details covered, but
once you have done that, read it out loud.  This is ex-
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tremely important. It is even more powerful to read it to
someone else, or even better, a group of people, so
long as they are aligned with you in consciousness.
Other people so aligned can magnify the energy quite
significantly.

Always Present Tense
The subconscious mind has no concept of future.  It
operates only in the present.  Therefore we must al-
ways speak or write everything in the present tense,
even if what we say sounds awkward or is grammati-
cally incorrect.  Never say, “I will enjoy having ......”  In-
stead you say, “I am enjoying having ....”

Already Done
For similar reasons, you need to speak of your inten-
tion as already done and received.  If you say, “I want
something,” you are giving power to the word, “want.”
You will therefore continue to get the result of the word
you have empowered — want.  Therefore, you must
say that you “have” something now.  “It is done.”

This is not simply a question of fooling the subconscious
mind.  It is the absolute truth that it’s already done.  There
is no past or future to be concerned with.  There is only
this moment and as soon as you speak the word, you
make explicate what is already in the implicate order.
That’s why it is a good idea to say after stating your
intention - “and so it is,” or, “it is done.”  By saying that,
you are aligning with the metaphysical paradigm of re-
ality and with what your spiritual intelligence knows to
be the truth.

Give it a Time Limit
Having just said that time is not a factor, there is good
reason why you would always want to include a time
scale in your statement of intention.  Though there is
no actual lag between something being enfolded in the
great sea of infinite possibility and its coming into ma-
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terial existence, our spiritual intelligence probably has
no awareness of time either.  So it might be oblivious to
the idea of “when.” If we include it in our statement of
intent, it will hear us.

Be careful, though, to ensure that in giving some sort of
“by such and such a time....” statement you don’t rein-
force the idea of future and move the writing out of
present tense.  That’s when the grammar is likely to get
weird.  For example: “I have found my perfect line of
work and am feeling great joy because it is before the
end of next month,”  or, “I am joyfully finding my perfect
line of work now, well before the end of this year.”

Step #3
Visualizing the End Result

While words are powerful, it is also true that a picture is
worth a thousand words. Forming a picture in your mind
of what you intend is another way of getting clarity and
is helpful in that regard.  More importantly, however,
building a picture in your mind is another way of saying
that it is done, especially if it helps you activate the
emotions you would feel when the real thing shows up.
Athletes know this well.  They always rehearse a per-
fect performance in their minds before they go out to
perform.

So make sure when you build your picture that you in-
clude in it elements that give it a “now” meaning, not a
future meaning.  The picture should say “it is happen-
ing now.”

You can also increase the power of the picture by en-
larging it to an enormous size, taking up the whole sky
even.  Be your own cinematographer by zooming in on
the most important symbols in the picture.  Give it sound
as well and make those sounds good and loud.  Make it
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a rousing performance with as much kinesthetic, visual
and aural stimulation as possible.

There are people who say that they cannot visualize
easily.  What they actually mean is that they cannot
mentally construct a new image very easily.  If I ask
people to visualize their car, their house, or their child’s
face, they have no trouble at all accessing their visual
memory.  Once they have done that, then I ask them to
imagine the new thing.  That usually solves the prob-
lem.  It seems that for some people imagining some-
thing is easier than trying to visualize it.

Step #4
 Feel the Emotions of Already Receiving It

Recent books on the power of prayer, most notably one
by Gregg Braden entitled The Isaiah Effect, have proven
that emotion is the key element. Not just feelings like
the excitement of anticipation and expectation stressed
by the early pioneers of positive thinking, but the feel-
ings that arise when what is asked for actually arrives.
Joy, thankfulness, appreciation, gratitude, wonder and
awe.

When the manifestation process begins to work and
you start getting what you ask for, these emotions will
become more intense and more frequently experienced.
You will cry tears of joy and thankfulness because you
will begin to realize how much you are loved.  You will
feel so blessed by the Universe as it showers its abun-
dance onto you.  You will be overcome with gratitude.

In the beginning though, when you are just beginning
to work with Radical Empowerment and Radical Mani-
festation, you will have  to work at generating those
feelings.  You will have to imagine how you will feel
under such circumstances and do your best to move
into those feelings for real.  One way to do this is to find
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an incident in your memory of having felt this way, even
if only for an instant.  Focus on that memory of the feel-
ing and let it grow within you.  Once the neuropeptides
associated with that feeling start flowing in your body,
you can simply transfer that feeling to that which you
are visualizing in the moment and anchor in to that.

Frankly, these feelings will occur at a much more pro-
found level with second and third level intentions than
with baseline intentions. The higher level intentions tend
to satisfy desires for things like happiness, peace, har-
mony, freedom, joy and acceptance.  Intentions created
around material goals tend to generate feelings more
associated with our lower nature, such as excitement,
expectation and the satisfaction of the desires like greed,
avarice, need for status, power, acceptance and so on.

What is important here is that you attach the feelings to
the words that you use to articulate the intention (Step
2).  The effect of this is to strongly reinforce the idea
that what you have asked for has been given already.  I
am sure you have grasped by now the importance of
that principle.

Step #5
Hand it Over Completely to Spirit

What we have done up to now with the first four steps
might be helpful to anyone working from either the old
paradigm or the new one, but from here on the process
definitely depends on a willingness to work under the
assumptions of the metaphysical paradigm. This is also
the part where Radical Manifestation becomes a matter
of spiritual practice rather than mental gymnastics.

A Higher Authority
It is where we say thank you to our subconscious mind
for supporting us thus far, but from this point on, we
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refuse to accept from it any further involvement.  What-
ever chatter the subconscious or unconscious mind puts
forth from now on, we pay no attention whatsoever.  We
are now working with, and deferring to, a higher au-
thority and we access it, not through our mind, but
through our spiritual intelligence.

Who’s in Control?
The first level of our spiritual practice lies in coming to
understand that it is not our game; we (our egos) are
not in control and we have little or no idea what’s going
on. Our Higher Self (Soul) is in control and it is only
that part of us that understands how life works and
knows what the Divine plan is for us, both individually
and collectively.

Humility
Surrender is what this step is all about, and humility is
the pre-requisite. Having put quite a bit of energy into
determining our intentions, clarifying them, articulating
them and feeling the emotions, the task now is to give it
over entirely to one’s Higher Self and surrender it to
Spirit.  Only it knows what is best for us.

Co-creation
However, we must be careful here.  This is not a recipe
for apathy, inaction or a fatalistic attitude.  We don’t just
do nothing and leave it to Spirit to take care of every-
thing.  The principle here is co-creation,  not depen-
dence. Each one of us is part of Spirit — little bits of
“God Stuff,” if you will. God is within all of us, so in
order to expand our own consciousness and that of the
God within, we are responsible for co-creating every
aspect of our lives with God.

Paradox
Once again we find ourselves in the same kind of para-
doxical situation that we seem to continually find our-
selves in when working with the metaphysical paradigm.
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At the same time as we are asked to surrender it all to
Spirit, God, Universal Intelligence or whatever other
name you want to give to the Source, we must never-
theless remain responsible and accountable for creat-
ing our own lives.

Goal Setting
Another conundrum relating to this paradox arises when-
ever we talk about goal setting, even in the context of
Radical Empowerment and Radical Manifestation.  The
conundrum is this:  If everything is perfect just the way
it is, what is the point of setting a goal?

If I am at point A, and I set a goal to get to point B, then
am I not making an assumption that A is not OK and
that B is more OK than A?  Otherwise, why bother?

By this logic, goal-setting is going against one of the
principles of the metaphysical paradigm. However, there
is another aspect to the paradigm that says that human
beings will always engage in activities like goal-setting
simply in order to learn that B is no better than A and
that the only point of making the journey from  A to B is
what one learns (C) on the way.

Buckminster Fuller used a scientific word to describe
this situation. The word was “precession.”

Precession
It is not an easy concept to explain, but imagine that
you are sitting on a chair that swivels and you are hold-
ing between your two hands in front of you a spinning
bicycle wheel. If you try to tilt the wheel to the left or
right, it will cause you to begin to swivel the chair you
are sitting on. In other words, the force you apply to the
axis of the wheel is resisted, but the  reaction is de-
layed such that it occurs at a point 90 degrees later in
its rotation. Similarly, if you push a spinning top to the
right, it will move forward (assuming the top is spinning
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counter-clockwise). Gyroscopes use the same principle
and are used as compasses in aircraft.

It doesn’t matter if you understand the theory of pre-
cession or not.  The point is that when things are put
into motion in one direction and certain forces are ap-
plied to the moving object, other (perhaps unexpected)
movements occur.  In this case, the results come at 90
degrees to the direction of motion.

Fig: 9. Precession

Fuller used this analogy to point out that it is necessary
to be in motion — proceeding from point A to point B —
for there to be any unexpected spiritual outcome (C)
that enters in from 90 degrees to the direction being
travelled.  Furthermore, it is necessary that some force
be applied of a kind that is intended to upset the equi-
librium of the moving object (you), before the change
can occur.

Begin the Journey
So, the idea is that you set an intention to go from A to
B, simply to be in motion or to be on a journey.  You aim
for B because that is all you know.  Your awareness of
the big picture is too limited to be aware of C which is
really what the journey is all about.  It comes in at 90
degrees to the direction of your travel and occurs only
when you experience some kind of disturbance to your
equilibrium.  Whereas B might be a baseline goal, C
would almost certainly be one related to transformation
(level 2) or transpersonal (level 1).

A BDisturbance

C

Precession
Occurs

Tilt

Spiritual
Gift
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Trusting the Process
In terms of the actual process, setting out from A to get
to B equates to the first four steps. Not knowing what C
is, when it might come in, or what it might look like, all
the while knowing that something other than B might be
given — or nothing at all, equates to Steps Five and
Six.

Step #6
Dropping All Attachment to Having It

This is the hardest step of all.  Having spent a lot of
energy generating desire and commitment, feeling the
joy and gratitude of having it, creating the certainty of
knowing that an abundant Universe wants to bless you
with it, you then have to give up your need to have it.
Bummer!  That’s really hard.  But it is crucial because
in dropping our attachment to having it be a certain way
we get ourselves out of the way. This puts us into a
state of ‘allowing’ instead of ego-controlled ‘making.’
Only when we are in that state of allowing is Spirit free
to bestow its benevolence.

It helps to refer to Fuller’s precession model and drop
our attachment to B, knowing that C might be on the
way and it might be better than B.  But that’s a trap too,
because we are substituting one attachment for another.
Instead of being attached to B, we are now attached to
C.

We might as well admit it, this one is virtually beyond
our capacity as a human being to achieve.  Step Five is
hard enough, but this is almost impossible.  But remem-
ber, we only have to be willing to drop our attachment
to having it. So, let that be the practice. Keep telling
yourself that you are willing to have no attachment to
having it.
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What you can do, though, is to continue to match the
high vibration of willingness with other feelings, thoughts
and actions that carry at least as high a vibration. Stay
energized and enthusiastic about your vision, knowing
the Universe has heard your request and is working on
giving you that or better.  And don’t confuse non-at-
tachment with resignation or being disconnected. Let-
ting go is not ‘giving up.’

You will know the difference between non-attachment
and the lower vibration qualities like resignation by how
you feel.  The lower the vibration, the more negative
you will feel. Being in the space of willingness to be
without attachment will give you a feeling of excitement,
openness, and anticipation of being abundantly sup-
plied in whatever way the Universe decides is best for
you.

Chapter 10
Ways to Sabotage Yourself

We need to keep reminding ourselves that the
Uni-verse is a place of total abundance and
that be-ing able to manifest is nothing out of

the ordinary.  We can be secure in knowing that quan-
tum physics shows it to be a perfectly natural phenom-
enon.

The only thing that blocks our ability to manifest freely
is our commitment to a belief system that doubts that
this is so. Then, in order to prove ourselves right, we
subconsciously arrange to sabotage our ability to mani-
fest. Here are a few ways that we do this that you might
want to watch out for.
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1. Fixating on B and missing C
As discussed in the previous chapter, the real purpose
of setting a goal (B) is to give you something to move
towards from (A), so that you are in motion long enough
to encounter (C).  However, we can become so intent
on getting to (B) that we fail to notice (C). Whereas (B)
is gross energy and perhaps already in manifest form,
(C) is usually very subtle, latent and, at times, no more
than a potentiality.  If we are too fixated on (B), we will
miss the subtle signs and messages that (C) uses to
catch our attention and we might then miss the oppor-
tunity, or fail to generate the intent, to bring it into form.

So, be sure to stay alive to subtle signs and messages
that seem to be coming in at 90 degrees and check
them out to see if they have meaning.  Be discerning, of
course — skeptical even.  You don’t want to be seeing
every little thing that happens as some kind of sign.  A
good rule of thumb is that if something occurs three
times and you feel that the connection between you
and those events is too strong to ignore, then you might
want to explore it further.

2) Pursuing (B) Halfheartedly
The opposite side of this same coin is being halfhearted
about pursuing (B). If we don’t bring much energy to
the journey then there’s not much juice from which to
create (C).  We have to give Spirit something to work
with.  Put 100 percent intention into creating (B) while
remaining open to what might want to come in from the
side.

3) Chickening Out
Having spent our whole life believing in a paradigm that
not only worked but seemed self-evidently true, it is very
difficult to put our trust in a wholly different paradigm
that is, as yet, far from proven by our own experience.
Never mind the fact that, intellectually, it seems ridicu-
lously far-fetched anyway.  It is not surprising, there-
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fore, that when the chips are down, we fall back on the
safe and the familiar and revert to the old way of think-
ing.  Let’s face it, our trust in the idea of there being an
abundant universe is very fragile and, as we saw at the
end of the previous chapter, giving up our attachment
to having it be a certain way is almost beyond our ca-
pability.

Jerry Stocking is a spiritual teacher and author who
wrote a book called How to Win By Quitting.  In this
book he asserts that if you are in the wrong job and you
are not happy, then quit.  But his essential message is
‘quit before you have anything else to go to.’  His idea
is that if you go looking for a new job before you quit,
you are not giving life (Spirit) the opportunity to bestow
upon you what you do not have the imagination to cre-
ate.  The idea is to let Spirit find you your ideal work.  In
other words, give up any attachment to how it might
show up and give up the need to control your life.  That
requires a tremendous leap of faith, trust and a lot of
spiritual courage.

Faced with this kind of challenge, the following are ex-
amples of  the kind of things we do to revert to safety
and the familiarity of the old paradigm, and in so doing
sabotage the possibility of our manifesting anything.

a) Minimize Expectations
In this way I hedge my bets.  If I keep a low expectation
about the likelihood that what I have asked for turning
up, then I minimize my disappointment and won’t feel
embarrassed about its not happening.  This is often
confused with being non-attached but it’s quite differ-
ent.  It is more akin to being resigned and or being half-
hearted in our intent, which are attributes that repel
rather than attract what we ask for.  Simply resigning
ourselves to the possibility of not having it is a real in-
tention killer.
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b) Lose Patience and Take Back Control
Because of our lack of trust we have a tendency to have
a very short “surrender-timespan.”  If we don’t get what
we want within the time frame we envisioned when set-
ting the intention, we have a tendency to assume that
the Universe wasn’t listening, didn’t hear it correctly or
has made a mistake.  The worst-case scenario is that
we take back control and assume the responsibility for
making it happen. But even if we don’t do that, just hav-
ing that doubt can put a kink in the process.  Surrender
is surrender.  There’s no going back on it.

c) Create Fear-based, ‘What if’ Scenarios
“What if I give up my job and nothing turns up?” “What
if I get something I don’t like?” “What if, through non-
attachment, I lose my will and become lazy and apa-
thetic about life?” “What if I miss the signs?”

All these “what-if” stories are grounded in the fear of
losing control, which is a big issue for a lot of people.
They equate non-attachment with losing control.  The
fact is, of course, they were never consciously  in con-
trol in the first place.  Their Higher Selves always were
the ones orchestrating things.  The point is, when we
get out of the way and let our Higher Selves get on with
the job, everything works a whole lot better.

Abraham-Hicks, in their book, Ask and It Is Given: Learn-
ing to Manifest Your Desires, recommends a very use-
ful device to use on an everyday basis to help you de-
velop the right attitude with regard to this issue.  They
call it The Place Mat, but essentially, it is a To-Do List.

However, it is unusual in the sense that it is divided into
two parts vertically. On one side is what you want God
to do and on the other is what you need to do.  You give
God (or your Higher Self), all the big important jobs to
do while you just take care of what is in front of you.
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         TO DO LIST

Me To Do God To Do

This way, you get to do what needs to be done in worldly,
everyday human terms, but you do it all in the knowl-
edge that the really important details are being handled
by the Universe.  Your part is small in comparison, but
insofar as you have handed so much of what is impor-
tant and unknowable over to your Higher Self, your con-
tribution to the possibility of a good outcome will be
enormous — many times bigger than if you had tried to
handle it all yourself. In this sense, your true power is
in direct proportion to your willingness to give over con-
trol to the Universe and trust the process.

d) Lower Your Vibration
When your vibration is high, you have the power to pull
from the implicate order, at will, anything you want.
When your energy field is polluted by toxic patterns that
lower your vibration, it is much more difficult, if not im-
possible, to do the same.  Here are some ways that you
might use to subconsciously lower your vibration in or-
der to sabotage yourself.

1. Take out the garbage

2. List what I want in a
business partner.

3. Read and reply to e-mails

4. Plan my Board Meeting
coming up tomorrow which
might be contentious.

1. Find me my ideal business
partner.

2. Make just the right connec-
tions for me that I might be of
service to others

4. Handle the important
details of the Board meeting
so that the highest and best
for everyone is the outcome.
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i. Talking to the Wrong People
If you share your dreams with skeptics and people
who are still committed to the old paradigm, don’t
be surprised if your dreams don’t manifest. Their
disbelief is contagious. Even if they don’t actually
say anything negative, their energy will do serious
damage to your intentionality.

Even your best friends have the potential to be your
worst enemies in this regard.  I learned this in the
early 1990’s when I was really struggling financially.
At the time I was hanging out with some great people
who, like me, were interested in the idea of creating
one’s own reality, but they were just as stuck as I
was as far as prosperity was concerned.

One day it occurred to us that we might be support-
ing each other in staying stuck.  In observing our-
selves closely, we noticed that if any one of us
seemed to be moving forward, we would feel a twinge
of jealousy or envy.  Then a thought would arise —

“If he gets ahead, that means I am left behind and
alone in my lack of success.” Even though we would
say we were pleased for them and in support of their
progress, our energy indicated otherwise.  What we
really wanted was everyone in the group to stay
exactly where they were so we could endlessly com-
miserate with each other about our bad luck. We
became experts at this.

Our solution, finally, was for the whole group to go
up to the mountains for a weekend retreat.  The in-
tent was to find a way to break through the fears
and issues that caused us to want to stay small.
The first day and a half was very difficult and there
was a lot of unpleasantness until someone finally
got real and began sharing from the heart. That
opened it up for everyone to surrender and let go.
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After this retreat, everyone in the group began to
manifest great opportunities and to move forward in
their lives.  The group sabotage was finally over.

ii. Denying Your Feelings
In the story above, the breakthrough came at two
important points. The first was when we became
aware of our authentic feelings of jealousy, envy and
fear that arose when any one of us appeared to be
generating success. The second came when we
began to share those feelings and explored what
was underlying them.

Follow your feelings. They give you excellent feed-
back and will lead you to discover the core-nega-
tive beliefs that would otherwise limit you, such as “I
don’t deserve prosperity,” or “I’m not worthy,” and
so on.

iii. Denying Your Doubt
The biggest impediment to manifesting your dreams
is your own doubt.  However, in order to overcome
doubt we  must first recognize it, accept it and be
present to it.  Only then can we release it.  The an-
tidote to doubt is the experience of success, even if
it only comes in small incremental steps.  (See next
chapter.)

iv. Holding onto the Past
Nothing lowers your vibration more than refusing to
let go of your victim story about things that have
happened in the past about which you have resent-
ment, regret, disappointment, anger, sadness, grief
and so on.  It is one of the main tenets of this book,
and the Radical Empowerment program, that Radi-
cal Forgiveness must come first.  That means totally
transforming your victim story by being willing to rec-
ognize the perfection in what happened and realiz-
ing that there was nothing to forgive.
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Chapter 11
Training Wheels

Once you have mastered a skill to the point where
it  becomes second nature to you, unlearning it
in order to replace it with another becomes a

real challenge.  Through centuries of training, we have
become masterful in the art of “getting by” and have
become extremely well-practiced and skilled in the art
of creating lack and limitation.

Replacing this skill with the art of manifesting abun-
dance is clearly not going to be a breeze. It is a skill
that needs to be learned, and since most of us are com-
ing from being steeped in the old paradigm of shortage
and limitation, the learning curve is going to be steep.
Therefore, in order to become proficient in the art of
manifestation, we need to apply to the task what we
already know about the nature of skill and skill acquisi-
tion.

Every skill set has its cognitive component, and Radi-
cal Manifestation is no exception.  We need to become
aware of this knowledge since, in order to be success-
ful, we are required not only to reject one paradigm for
another, but to change the habits of a lifetime.  It is very
important, therefore, that we study the basics of Radi-
cal Forgiveness first since this gives the metaphysical
framework of both Radical Empowerment and Radical
Manifestation.

In addition to its knowledge base, a skill is, by defini-
tion, a highly complex set of operations that, once mas-
tered, becomes a singularity in movement and execu-
tion. To acquire such an expertise one must practice
each part of the skill separately before combining them
into the one operation.  This means breaking the skill
down into discrete and simple steps and then practic-
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ing putting it all together under conditions that are con-
ducive to learning with minimal risk of failure.

The basic elements of the skill involved in Radical Mani-
festation have already been outlined in the previous
chapters.  These are: getting clear about what you want,
stating why you want it, visualizing yourself already hav-
ing it, affirming that you have it now, feeling the grati-
tude, moving your baseline intention up to the next level,
handing it over to Spirit, and letting go of the attach-
ment.

Given the extent of our skepticism and doubt, we would
be stretching our proficiency in the art of manifesting
beyond its elastic limit if we tried to apply all these dis-
parate operations to something way outside of our ex-
perience.

For example, suppose we currently live in a trailer on
the wrong side of the tracks in some “hick” town and we
try to manifest something like a luxury mansion close to
the beach on some exotic island somewhere.  It’s not
going to happen.   It would be the equivalent of reading
a book on how to fly a glider and then getting into the
seat of a Boeing 747 and assuming that you could fly it
right away.

Baby Steps
The answer is to develop the skill slowly by taking baby
steps and to practice frequently on things that don’t mat-
ter. I recommend you set a simple and inconsequential
intention every day as soon as you get out of bed.  Then,
just before going to bed simply review the extent to which
you attracted that into your experience.  Make this a
habit.

For example, at the beginning, you could set an inten-
tion to have a lot of people smile at you today, or say
something of an appreciative nature to you.  Notice when
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they do and then as you review your day, make a note
in your journal about the ones you particularly remem-
ber.

Pick some things you have a liking for or personal affin-
ity to, and form the intention to manifest them in some
way in your life on a particular day and see if it happens
or not.  Suppose, for example, you have a particular
liking for squirrels.  Make an intention that at least one
will appear in close proximity to you today.  Use all the
disparate skills you know to give energy to your inten-
tion and see if the squirrel turns up.  If more than one
appears, so much the better.  Note it in your journal and
give yourself credit for having created the squirrel.  Do
not write it off as mere chance or coincidence.  That’s
just another way to sabotage yourself.

Incremental Success
When you are learning a new skill, ensuring incremen-
tal success at each stage is important in order to build
confidence and belief.  So be sure to form intentions in
the early stage that actually have a fairly high probabil-
ity of getting a response.  The squirrel intention, for
instance, would be a good choice if you happen to walk
through a park on your way to work.  Your ability to
project attraction would not need to be extremely strong
for it to produce a squirrel under those circumstances.
If on the other hand, your entire journey to work was
done on the subway, it would require a massive amount
of attraction power to produce a squirrel on a subway
train.   Setting impossible intentions and goals is a com-
mon way to sabotage ourselves.

Creating Parking Spaces
In the 80s and 90s, when people first began experi-
menting with the idea that we create our own reality,
the “sport of the day” became creating a parking space
just where and when we needed one.  People would
boast to their friends about how they could always cre-
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ate a parking space.    Never mind that the rest of their
lives were in turmoil and out of control — they at least
could produce a parking space!

Well, even if it does seem a little passé now, why not
take up that challenge again, assuming, that is, you live
in a place where parking is at a premium and difficult to
find under most circumstances. Just see how many times
you can produce the perfect parking spot just when you
need it. If that is not applicable to you, think of some-
thing else of that nature that would work for you.

Increase the Challenge Gradually
As your rate of success in manifesting smiles, squir-
rels,  parking spaces and whatever else you choose to
manifest each day increases, you can  raise the level
of difficulty a couple of notches. However, you should
still create intentions that are quite likely to result in
success and are relatively inconsequential.  It is too
early to put pressure on yourself.

You probably need to keep working at this level for sev-
eral months so you develop your confidence on a solid
foundation of experience. Keep the daily journal going
to record your increasing skill and ability.  As you feel
your confidence increasing and your doubt receding,
then increase the challenge still more.

Then you can begin to work on more serious and mean-
ingful intentions; ones that require a lot more work on
your part to create the energy of attraction and in which
you have some emotional investment.  At that point you
will have really begun to put it all together and be on
your way to being able to demonstrate mastery in Radi-
cal Manifestation.
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Chapter 12
Drawing Spirit a Picture

As we have already said in earlier chapters, most
of the work with Radical Manifestation is a mat
ter  of getting out of the way.  To be even more

precise, this means getting the rational mind out of the
way so our spiritual intelligence can engage with Uni-
versal Intelligence in the Divine dance of creation.

One of the most time-honored ways of doing this is to
construct a visual message that is symbolic of the things
that we want to attract to us.  Pictures, mandalas,
sketches, collages and the like tend to allow us to by-
pass the rational mind while engaging other parts of
our psyche that are connected to our spiritual intelli-
gence.

Treasure Mapping
Again, harking back to the 80s and 90s, the most com-
mon form of this was a process known as treasure map-
ping. This involved combing through a pile of maga-
zines and cutting out pictures and graphic symbols that
struck us as meaningful in terms of what we wanted to
create in our lives. The idea then was to glue these
items onto a large posterboard in order to make an at-
tractive collage which we would store in our home some-
where as a visual reminder of our dreams.

Another way was simply to use crayons, markers and
other drawing instruments to construct the picture de-
picting all the things we wanted to create.  The impor-
tant thing was to make it colorful and attractive.

Once completed, the tendency was to more or less for-
get them, or at least not look at them much for quite
some months. But when one did look at them it was
quite surprising to see the extent to which the dreams
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enfolded into the collage or picture had actually come
to fruition.

While at the time one might have simply assumed that
they had come about through the ordinary circum-
stances of life as we know it, seeing them on the trea-
sure map as our original intentions reminded us that
not so long ago they were just ideas in our conscious-
ness.  That then forced us to wonder if indeed we had
actually drawn it to ourselves through the law of attrac-
tion.

Several years ago, JoAnn and I envisaged ourselves
buying some land and building a home on it that would
be in two parts.   One pod would be our personal living
quarters while the other would house our offices, stu-
dio and workshop space.  We made just a small outline
sketch of this idea in one corner of the paper on which
we had crammed a whole lot of other stuff, and then
hung it on the back of our bedroom door.  Nothing ever
came of it;  it was one of those ideas that just got forgot-
ten — or so it seemed.  Only quite recently did we look
again at the drawing and realize that the idea had in
fact manifested.

The way it had come about was that last year we bought
some television equipment in order to make DVDs for
training purposes.  However, there was no space left in
our own home for a recording studio so we asked the
Universe for a solution.  Well, it just so happened that
the house next door to us became available for rent
right at that moment. Also, at that same time, Dana,
who had agreed to come on board to assist me in get-
ting our corporate program launched, needed a home
since she was moving from Phoenix to Atlanta to be
part of the company.  The house next door was the per-
fect solution for both of us.  She moved in and created
a home office while we rented one of the rooms from
her for our studio and stored much of our inventory in
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the garage.  Although it is not exactly what we had en-
visioned, it was close enough in concept to be almost
uncanny and it has served our purpose admirably.

Our prayers had indeed been answered, but that fact
almost escaped our notice because it wasn’t answered
in precisely the form we had envisioned it.  But the truth
was that  we had attracted the perfect solution without
having to move or spend an enormous amount of en-
ergy, time and money building a new home.  Thank you
God!

PART THREE
Manifesting Money

Chapter 13
Money Mindfulness

Let me invite you to participate in an experiment —
an experiential test of “mindfulness.”

Mindfulness is your ability to observe your own thoughts
as they flit rapidly through your mind.  Thoughts can
also evoke feelings, so mindfulness is also about be-
coming aware of what happens in one’s body in re-
sponse to a thought that passes through your mind.

Are you in?  Good.

Then turn the page over NOW!
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MONEY
IS ..

(fill in the blanks)

What word(s) or phrases instantly came to mind with
which to fill in the blank?

Which ones did you think of first?

Which ones did you censure and decide against enter-
ing?
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What thoughts went through your mind?

Did each thought conflict with the one before it? If so, in
what ways did they conflict?

Your Money Personality
Are You . . .

 A Spender    A Saver   Thrifty and thoughtful
 Very responsible   Irresponsible  Controlling
 A good money manager  A bad money manager
 Consistent with money  Inconsistent (feast or

famine)  Do you   Take risk with money or   Play
safe with money

Your Dominant Money Beliefs
Check any of these you might have:

 You have to work hard for money.   Money does
not grow on trees.  Money comes easily to me.  I
have to struggle for money.   There is no shortage of
money.   Money is a scarce commodity.   Money
represents success.   Money is the root of all evil. 
Money is important to me.  Money is not important.

 I go where the money is.  Other things are more
important than money to me.   I love to give money
away.   Behind every fortune there is a great crime.

 Money is power.  Money has no power over me. 
Money is a good job.  Money is a successful busi-
ness.  People with money are suspect.
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It would be a good idea at this point to write down what
you have learned about how you personally relate to
money and what meaning you give it.  This will begin to
show you how you either block it or attract it.

Chapter 14
Snakes, Sharks & Money

There must be very few people in the entire world
who do not have extremely strong emotional re
actions to snakes.  A tiny minority of people love

them, but the vast majority have a morbid fear of them
and hate them with a vengeance.  I am one of them.

Yet the number of deaths per year attributed to snake
bites is minuscule compared to, for instance, deaths
caused by car accidents. Very few snakes are naturally
aggressive. Most do their best to avoid contact with hu-
man beings and only bite in self-defense.

We have a similar reaction to sharks.  Even when we
see it on a television screen, there is something about
the image of a Great White gliding through the water
that makes us shudder.  We almost universally identify
this creature as the epitome of evil, evoking in most
people tremendous fear and hatred.

Yet the facts are that less than a handful of people are
killed by sharks in any given year, and attacks by sharks
are very rare indeed.  Even with those that do occur,
the evidence is very strong that they happen because,
when viewed from underneath, a person on a surf-board
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looks a lot like a seal — the shark’s favorite food.  Most
shark attacks are therefore ‘innocent’ mistakes.

Irrational Fear
Clearly, our emotional responses to these creatures are
completely irrational and unfounded, totally unwar-
ranted, and out of all proportion to the (infinitesimal)
threat that they pose.  Why we have this deep univer-
sal fear of snakes when most of us will never be con-
fronted with one is not fully understood, but it is cer-
tainly visceral, archetypal and real.  On the other hand,
our fear of sharks is more likely due to films and media-
hyped stories than anything else.

Emotional Reactions to Money
Money evokes at least as many irrational emotional re-
sponses as do sharks and snakes — and with no less
intensity.  In the same way as we hate snakes and fear
sharks, most of us relate to money with the same (though
well disguised) kind of dread.  We think we love it, but
the exact opposite is the case.  It universally evokes
fear. Subconsciously, we avoid it to the same degree
as we do the most poisonous of snakes and the most
aggressive of sharks.

[It is interesting to note that we describe people who try
to sell us things as “snake-oil” salesmen, and those who
want to lend us money at high interest rates as “loan
sharks.”  Also, in situations where large amounts of
money move competitively between people, we refer to
that as “a shark environment.”]

Affluent People
You might ask, what about the folks who appear to be
really quite well off?  Do they hate money?  Possibly so
because, in America anyway, most of them are mort-
gaged up to the hilt, carry huge credit card debt, and
have their lives organized in such a way that if their
circumstances were to change, like losing their job, or
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having a business go belly up, they too would find them-
selves in trouble.  They hate money because it can be
withdrawn from them at any moment and bring down
their house of cards.  They spend fortunes on insur-
ance and lawyers, and hate both.

On the Edge
Affluent people live life like the surfers live it, but unlike
the fish sharks, the money sharks really are dangerous
to their health.  Ask anyone who has been unable to
meet an obligation to pay off a load of credit card debt!
At least if a fish shark takes a bite at you, it usually spits
you out once it realizes you are not a seal!  Credit card
companies will gnaw you to death.

The Wealthy
Even some of the wealthiest of people who appear to
be financially secure in every way seem terrified of los-
ing their money and act as if they never have enough of
it.  They hate money because it owns them and con-
sumes them. The exceptions are those that love to give
much of it away for no other reason than for the pure
joy of giving.  But such people are rare.  Most rich people
give it away only to save on taxes, to get what they
want or to influence others — especially politicians.

People Who “Love” Money
It would be much more accurate to describe these as
people who are obsessed with money. They think that
money has intrinsic value and they believe (erroneously)
that the more of it they have the better they will feel.
They don’t. Ebenezer Scrooge loved money until he
saw what it did to him and those around him; and look
what happened to Midas!

Living With Snakes and Sharks
In places like Africa and Australia where there are many
snakes, the people who live there find ways to live with
them. They regard them as part of the natural order
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and tolerate them as such. Surfers make a calculated
assessment and, because they enjoy surfing so much,
go into the water to do it anyway, in spite of the risk that
they might get mistaken for a seal.

A Necessary Evil
In much the same way, we tolerate the idea that we
need money, even though we hate it. Some people even
refer to it as a ‘necessary evil.’

In order to be right about our belief in shortage, the
vast majority of us make sure that we have only just
enough to ‘get by on,’ (a relative term), week by week,
month by month, year by year, and very little more.

[Note: I am not really talking about societies where ex-
treme poverty is so endemic that virtually no money is
in circulation and that virtually everyone is simply one
small step above starvation level. I’m talking about
economies where money flows relatively freely.]

This is a shocking statement to make, but it is true nev-
ertheless.  What we perceive as enough to get by on
can vary considerably, but the fact remains that we are
masters of the game of making sure that we have only
just enough to meet our perceived needs.  If there is
any left over, we get rid of it as fast as possible.

On the Edge
In spite of the fact that on any given day vast sums of
money are moving around the globe every second and
that money is multiplying all the time, most people man-
age to attract no more than just enough of it to keep
from being homeless, bankrupt or in serious financial
difficulty.  And yet only a tiny fraction of people actually
become homeless. Why is this?
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If we believe, as most people do, that the amount of
money we have depends on a whole bunch of circum-
stances that are essentially outside of our control, how
is it that circumstances don’t push more people into
homelessness when the line between merely getting
by and being homeless is so fine?  And it is extremely
fine when you consider how large the range of possibil-
ity or “buffer” actually is.

Fig. 10: The Buffer Zone

If it were actually true that outside economic circum-
stances were the only factors determining at what level
we play  on that scale, and given that we have that
whole arena to play in, from merely getting by to being
a billionaire, doesn’t it look weird that we can actually
spend all our lifetime in that tiny space between the
“getting by” line and the destitute line
without going under?

Wouldn’t you think that, given the small degree of error
required to tip us under that line, or over it for that mat-
ter, we would be in and out of homelessness on a fairly
regular basis if all it depended on was chance and the
vagaries of macroeconomics?  By its very nature, a
market-based system is so dynamic and forever in a
state of flux that we as “the basic unit of economic ac-
tivity” would be bouncing in and out of homelessness
like yo-yos if that was all there was to it.
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Fine Tuning
Don’t you think there might be some other factor in-
volved that is capable of fine tuning our individual fi-
nancial situation much more accurately and subtly than
the crude, macroeconomic factors of the economy?  Of
course there is, and you know only too well that it’s us:
you and me and all the others who have bought into the
myths around money.  We fine tune the system with our
consciousness.

We have actually made an art form out of the process
of limiting our supply of money so that it fits just nicely
into that narrow band that keeps us in our comfort zone
—mere survival mode. We are experts at it.  We can
take ourselves right to the very edge and yet, at the last
moment, manifest just enough to save our butts.  If we
find ourselves receiving much more than this, we find
ways to lose it, and fast.  Even if we win the lottery, we’ll
find a way to get back to where we are comfortable.

No Surprise
The idea that the vast majority of people have a sub-
conscious aversion to money should come as no sur-
prise to the readers, especially if they have read all the
preceding chapters of this book. We know without a
shadow of a doubt that we create our world according
to our beliefs, attitudes, values and assumptions, so
why should it be any different when it comes to money?
Where our thoughts go, so energy goes.

Our minds are stacked out with limiting beliefs about
money and our relationship to it.  Those beliefs, along
with the emotions that fuel them, determine where each
one of us will play in the money game and how well we
will do.  It’s the law.

Law of Attraction
Our beliefs and attitudes have a certain vibration and,
according the Law of Attraction, will attract to themselves
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only those things which match that vibration. We all
know that the dominant belief around money is that there
is a shortage of it.  (My father used to say, “Money
doesn’t grow on trees, you know!”) We also know that
like attracts like, so it is mandated that a belief in short-
age will attract shortage.  It’s that simple.

Go back and look at the notes you made on the page
subsequent to your mindfulness exercise. Even if you
didn’t actually get in touch with any of your negative
money beliefs, it’s highly likely that you noticed some-
thing in your voice that indicated that you have some
that are not conducive to financial prosperity.  Then there
was that feeling in your gut when you said the word
“money.” What do you think that might mean?

Law of Association
This law says that if you have a fear of A, and A is the
same as B, by association you will automatically be
scared of B.  Given that you have a fear of sharks and
you associate having a lot of money, or making money,
with sharks, guess what?

What other associations have you paired in with money?
Fear of success maybe?  Fear of being like someone
you know, perhaps? Power to corrupt? Need to
struggle?

Make an Inventory
This might be a good moment to do an inventory of
possible negative associations that you have with
money. What did your parents and family members
teach you about money?  How did they behave towards
money, and what thoughts did they have around money
that might have found their way into your conscious-
ness?

It would definitely be helpful to spend time on this exer-
cise so you can establish what your internal money pro-
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gram actually is. Don’t skimp time on this.  It could be
very revealing.

Who Taught You?
When you have completed this inventory, make a list of
the people responsible for teaching you those beliefs
that have kept you less than abundant moneywise?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Then proceed to do at least one Radical Forgive-
ness Worksheet on each one of them.

Use either the hard copy paper ones (downloadable
from www.radicalforgiveness.com) or go to this same
web site and use the interactive, on-line worksheet.

It is essential that you do this, for as long as you hold
those people responsible for teaching you these ideas,
the more liable you will be to lay the blame at their feet
for your not being abundant.  That disempowers you
because you subconsciously put the cause for your lack
of abundance “out there” instead of “in here.” Once you
have done that, you have given your power over to them
and thereafter you will remain unable to create what
you want.  You will be stuck.

Doing the Radical Forgiveness worksheets on each one
of them will dissolve the energy surrounding each of
the beliefs they taught you.  It is one of the quickest
ways I know of changing your core-negative beliefs.
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Chapter 15
The Meaning of Money

From what we have observed in the previous chap-
ter, it might look as though the number of people
in the world who relate to money with happiness

and joy, no matter how much or how little they have, are
about as numerous as those who love snakes.  That
isn’t true. There are some who do relate to money with
happiness and joy and seem to have the following char-
acteristics.

• A complete disregard for money as an end in itself.
• A love of the freedom money gives them to make
  choices.
• A seemingly natural ability to attract the money they
  need.
• A heightened state of openness to receive money.
• A high need to share it abundantly with others.
• A desire to make it work for the common good.
• A firm belief in the natural abundance of the Universe.
• An unshakable trust that their needs will always be
  met.
• A complete absence of any attachment to having
  money knowing that it will always manifest when
  needed.

As you would imagine, these people are quite rare.
That’s because they would need to be people who are
living their life totally from a belief in the new paradigm
to the total exclusion of the old one.  And there aren’t
many of those around. If you look again at that list, you
will see that each one of the characteristics would de-
pend upon the person’s consciousness being grounded
in the new paradigm. Let’s examine each one of these
in more detail.
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• A complete disregard for money as an end itself.
These persons realize that money has no inherent
value beyond the meaning people give it. The mean-
ings people attach to money are all related to the
old paradigm to which these persons don’t subscribe.
For example: money means security; money equals
power; money connotes success; and so on.  The
people I’m talking about here are not willing to give
money the power to define them nor to run their lives.

• A love of the freedom money gives them to make
      choices.

This is the only meaning they are willing to give
money. For as long as they have some, it does give
them freedom to make choices, even if the range is
limited.  The more money one has, the more choices
one can make about how one lives. However, this
person realizes that it is the choices that one makes
that determines happiness, not the amount of money
one has.

• A seemingly natural ability to attract money.

You’ve met people like this, I know.  They are money
magnets. Money just flows to them. However, not all
of them are people you would automatically associ-
ate with the new paradigm. The kind of people I am
thinking about would be the ones who easily attract
money to themselves but who also satisfy the other
criteria.

• A heightened state of openness to receive money.
What was said in the previous paragraph could eas-
ily apply to this one, but what I mean here is the
kind of allowing that comes from knowing that money
has no meaning, that it is neutral and has no power
in and of itself. It is devoid of any issues of
deservability, responsibility, worthiness to receive,
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or fear.  It is a state of pure openness to receive or
not to receive.

• A high need to share it abundantly with others.
This kind of person feels no need to hold onto money
and gets a real kick out of giving it away in good
measure.  This is different from the kind of tithing
where people give in the expectation of getting more
back than they gave, or where they gave to get a
tax-break.  It is giving out of the sheer joy of giving
knowing that there’s plenty more in the spiritual pipe-
line.

• A desire to make it work for the common good.
This person understands the idea of money’s being
energy and the difference it can make when directed
in ways that serve humanity, the planet, the animal
kingdom and all of life.

• A firm belief in the abundance of the Universe.
This is the core idea and it is non-negotiable. With-
out this one idea as the anchor, none of the others
would have meaning.  It is the core belief within the
new paradigm.  Without this, it is nothing.

• An unshakable trust that their needs will always
   be met.

This arises out of the solid belief that abundance is
the natural condition of the Universe.  It indicates a
willingness to put that to the test at any time.

• A complete absence of any attachment to having
   money knowing that it will manifest when needed
  — and it always does.

The person who operates in this way is truly free;
free from the need to have more money than he/she
needs, and is totally at peace in the knowledge that
whether money arrives or not, all is well.
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Of these nine characteristics, the first six could be ap-
plied to people operating in either paradigm or strad-
dling both at the same time.  The last three, however,
have no such flexibility in their definition.  They are as
fundamental to the new paradigm as they are poison to
the old one.

Doubt Persists
As we have discussed earlier, there are very few people
who are, in evolutionary terms, operating wholly from
the new paradigm of total abundance.  The reason for
that is that we are still only at stage two in the process
of shifting from the old paradigm to the new, which
means we are still straddling the two.  With one foot in
each, we would really like to embrace the idea of limit-
less abundance, but we still doubt its possibility given
our everyday experience of shortage and limitation.  It
is where we are, so we need to have compassion and
understanding for ourselves for having that doubt and
being unable, as yet, to live totally in the new para-
digm.

A Model
The only person I know of who was fully able to demon-
strate the principles of abundance in his life was
Buckminster Fuller.  Bucky was definitely someone who
was totally grounded in the new paradigm.  He was in
fact one of those who began to articulate it when it was
really new to most of us, way back in the 50s and 60s.

Apparently he made it a practice to zero his bank ac-
count at the end of every month. Whatever he had at
that point he would give away.  He drove his accoun-
tants mad, but he was a scientist who understood en-
ergy and he regarded money as nothing more than that.
He also knew that for it to be useful, it needed to flow.
So he kept it moving.
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For him, it was like breathing — you breathe it in; then
you breathe it out.  There’s no effort in that and no
struggle.  On the other hand, if you hold your breath for
too long, you die.  It is the same with money energy.
The more you withhold it, the more you and everyone
else in the world will experience suffering.

Shift Happens With Money
If you want to speed up the paradigm shift in yourself,
there is no better way to do it, in my opinion, than to
play with money.  Not that you have to do it like Bucky,
I hasten to add. Even though you will need to move out
of your comfort zone to some degree, there’s no point
in stressing yourself out so much that you blow your
circuits and crash-land right back into the old paradigm.
There’s no reason why we can’t learn to ride this thing
with training wheels along the lines I have suggested in
previous chapters.

But, nothing will act more clearly as a barometer of our
belief in, or our commitment to, either the old or the
new paradigm than how we relate to and behave with
money.  The extent to which we can really trust the Uni-
verse and let go of our money issues will show us ex-
actly where we are in the process of shifting from one
to the other.

Not only will we get frequent opportunities to observe
this from within, but, since money is moving all the time
in our lives, it will give us constant feedback, in very
concrete terms, about where we are at any one time.
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Chapter 16
An Energy Game

First, let’s get clear about the nature of the game
that we are playing here with Radical Manifesta
tion.  It’s an energy game; identical to the one

that became the basis for Radical Forgiveness.

Even though I had no idea at first, I eventually came to
understand that the key to instantaneous relief from the
tyranny of the past is not in trying to change anything at
the level of physical reality, nor even at the level of mind.
Rather it is in dissolving the “energy complex” that is
attached to a painful experience.

I discovered that the energy complex, which exists as
an energy block in one’s physical and subtle bodies,
dissolves simply as a result of the person’s making a
request to their spiritual intelligence that it be handled
automatically at the spiritual level — and it is.  A person
makes that request by using one of the Radical For-
giveness tools.

There is nothing else one needs to do and there is no
requirement that the person have any belief in the con-
cept of Radical Forgiveness for it to work.  All that is
required is a “willing skepticism;” a willingness to en-
tertain the possibility that what happens is part of a Di-
vine plan and happens for a reason. All that is left to do
then is to be willing to go through the process using
one of the tools.

Transformation
What this proves to me is that working hard to change
or reprogram the subconscious ideas, thoughts, beliefs,
assumptions and emotions attached to the original event
that couldn’t be forgiven, is not necessary.  All one has
to do is to find a way to collapse the energy field that
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contains them all.  That process is simply a matter of
turning it over to our spiritual intelligence.

This transforms the situation since we begin to operate
out of the new paradigm immediately, even if only in
relation to that specific event.  It is the only paradigm
that our spiritual intelligence operates from and under-
stands. This means that almost immediately the assump-
tions of that paradigm become truly meaningful to that
situation while the assumptions of the old paradigm fall
away.  Blame gives way to gratitude; enemies become
healing angels; love replaces fear, and so on.  That’s
transformation.

If it works for “energy complexes” like unforgiveness,
which is universally understood to be very resistant to
change, then there is no reason why this approach won’t
work with other energy complexes, like lack of abun-
dance.

When you examine a Radical Forgiveness worksheet,
it has all the assumptions of Radical Forgiveness im-
bedded in the questions it poses.  As explained in Chap-
ter 6, the worksheet serves as a “fake-it-till-you-make-
it” bridge that helps to move us from one paradigm to
the other.

This is precisely why we have also created a Money
Consciousness Worksheet, as well as a Radical Mani-
festation Worksheet.  They will work in exactly the same
way, serving as the same kind of bridge as before, sup-
porting you in faking your belief in the notion of an infi-
nitely abundant Universe — even while you doubt it.

Giving it all over to your spiritual intelligence in this way,
through the use of the tools, frees you from the need to
spend a fortune going to seminars that focus on repro-
gramming your mind about money.  We simply let sleep-
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ing dogs lie, ignore the mind and, through the worksheet,
ask Spirit to take care of it. It works!

Now let’s look at some of the assumptions about money
that are in accordance with the new paradigm.

Chapter 17
Assumptions About Money

• Money is an abstraction and has no inherent value.
When gold coins were the means of exchange, there
was some inherent value to the coin itself.  These days,
money is mostly a series of ones and zeros in a com-
puter program activated by credit and debit cards.  It
only has value when it is exchanged for something, and
then it ceases to be money anyway.

• Money is energy.
Money is energy, and as such it is as much subject to
the law of attraction as any other sort of energy.  It will
flow towards those who are the most willing to receive
it, have a use for it, and have no problem asking for it.

• Money is neutral.
Money will flow to whomever attracts it, whether it be a
hardened criminal or a devout priest.  It doesn’t care. It
will flow to people doing spiritual work too, so long as
those people don’t block it with silly ideas like spiritual
people shouldn’t earn money doing spiritual work.

It is untrue that doing what you love means that money
will automatically follow.  It will only do so if you are a
magnet for it. Then it will. You cannot assume money
will flow to you. You have to attract it and, at the same
time be unattached to having it: a fine balancing act.
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• There is no shortage of money.
Since money is energy and energy is limitless, money
is also limitless.  Right now there’s more of the stuff in
circulation than you could ever imagine. And they keep
printing more of it. The more people there are on the
planet, the more money there is. It keeps multiplying.
There is as much money in the system as the system
demands.  The more we give it away, the more it ex-
pands.

• Money is love.
Love is all there is. It is the energy that runs the Uni-
verse. Money is also energy, so money and love can be
synonymous. Love makes the world go around. Money
does the same. Love expands the heart, while money
gives us the opportunity to experience heartfelt feel-
ings like gratitude, generosity, compassion and love it-
self.  Like attracts like, so love attracts money because
they are the same.  Greed, envy and lust will generate
money too, but it will be accompanied by fear, not love.
Which would you rather have?

• Abundance is the natural condition of the Universe.
The idea of infinite abundance is fundamental to money
consciousness even though most of our abundance
comes to us free.  Money is not needed for such things
as sunshine, rain, a smile, a cheerful word, a touch, a
kiss, a birdsong, the smell of a flower and so on and so
on.  Actually, when you begin to think about it, only a
very small amount of what we really love about life
comes about as a consequence of having money.  Once
you have your food, and a warm comfortable place to
live, the rest is relative, and most of it is free.

• Money has no power.
When we become aware of the power that we have to
create the circumstances of our lives, we realize that
we are no more at the mercy of money than we are of
any outer circumstance.  The real source of our power
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lies within, and that is our own spiritual intelligence and
its power to connect to Source.  There is not a single
person on this planet who is denied access to that.  We
are all equally powerful in that regard, no matter how
much money we have.

• Money is our teacher.
As spiritual beings having a human experience, we are
blessed with the ability to experience life and access
our power through our feelings.  Money provides many
opportunities to feel our feelings and, through those ex-
periences, to grow and learn.

Chapter 18
Raising Your Income Set-Point

Imbedded in your money consciousness is an income
‘set-point.’  This is an amount that your mind consid-ers
normal for you.  As we know, thoughts and beliefs cre-
ate our reality and that most of those reside in our sub-
conscious minds.  Since that part of the mind always
takes the path of least resistance in creating and re-
creating our reality, it habitually refers to what is “nor-
mal” in deciding what income we will automatically cre-
ate.

To change your REAL income, therefore, we need only
change your normal set-point. This is not easy and
needs to be done over a period of time.  The subcon-
scious mind is a creature of habit and habits change
only gradually.  However, I have developed a way of
doing this with a  program you do on your computer
which is both fun and effective.
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A “Virtual Income Account”
The program provides you with a fully interactive, vir-
tual account into which you will make an initial deposit
equal to, or just a touch over, your income set-point.
(You will see how to determine this in a moment.)  It will
be enough to take you somewhat out of your comfort
zone, but not enough to make you crazy.

The program will automatically increase this amount by
a certain percentage each month for a period of twelve
months in order for you to get used to seeing ever in-
creasing amounts of income in your account to spend.
The whole idea is that, as you get used to seeing those
numbers grow and spending the virtual money in the
same proportion, your REAL income will begin to match
it.

However, these would simply be nothing more than num-
bers unless you did something with them. In order to
give real and meaningful value to that income, you must
commit to ‘spending’ all the monthly income each and
every month, no matter how much comes in.  That way
you will be physically, emotionally and mentally involved
in the process of raising your set-point.

By spending, I mean doing something specific with the
money.  That would include saving it, investing it, buy-
ing ‘stuff’ with it, giving it away, treating yourself with it
and so on.  The point is to mentally keep it flowing and
be emotionally involved with the process of making
choices in how you will spend it. By so doing, you will
raise your set-point and change your money conscious-
ness.

Jars
To help you allocate the money and to tie it into how we
normally use money, we have created certain catego-
ries into which you place your money — almost as if
they were jars into which you put money away for spe-
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cific purposes. This is exactly what my mother did as
soon as my father came home with his wage packet at
the end of the week.

You must spend the whole monthly amount each month
by allocating a certain amount of money and trying to
spend some in each category, making sure there is a
balance at all times between income and expenditure.
Examples of the categories include: living expenses,
entertainment, investments, travel, financial indepen-
dence, self-indulgence, self-development, health and
so on.

These are listed on a page entitled “Your Personal Bud-
get.”  You don’t need to worry about the math; all the
numbers are automatically entered and calculated so
you always know where you are with your money.

The idea is to allocate your income to the essentials
first, like mortgage, rent, utilities, food etc.,  and then
imagine how you want to spend the rest of it.  For ex-
ample, why not give yourself some special treat just to
be self-indulgent, or ‘take’ some courses or workshops
that you’ve seen advertised?  Perhaps you would go to
a gym and hire a personal trainer, or take up playing
certain sports or attend sports events.

Be creative and impose no limits on what is possible,
while at the same time being realistic so your mind can
accept it.  Pick out some plays or shows that you’d like
to attend, even if you have to travel to New York to see
them.  Take your friends and treat them. Stay in the
best hotels.

Actually research and make a ‘virtual booking’ at the
hotel of your choice.  Look up the best restaurants in
the area so you know where to make a reservation. Get
excited about the trip and imagine what you would
choose off the menu.  Plan a great vacation.  Buy a new
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car.  Plan for your future by buying IRAs, bonds, shares
and other financial instruments. Actually attend a few
of those financial planning seminars you get invited to
with a free dinner. You will learn a lot.  Start a new busi-
ness venture.  Whatever you do, keep that money mov-
ing.

Research
We advise that people give a lot of time and effort to
this process by looking through appropriate (high qual-
ity) magazines, catalogues, web sites, travelogs and
other research methods. We suggest making treasure
maps as well, in order to reinforce the visual and emo-
tional aspect of the process.  It is best to spread the
whole process over the month, doing something each
day perhaps, rather than doing it all in one go.

The Journal Page
In addition to the Personal Budget page, there is a “jour-
nal” page for noting significant purchases in each of
the categories — what you discovered, how you feel
about having this item and so on.  This ties in nicely
with the manifestation processes like the Radical Mani-
festation worksheet and the 13 Steps CD, adding power
to your visualizations.

This process is fairly demanding of your time, but it pays
off handsomely.  The more emotional energy you put
into it, the more likely it is that your real income will rise
proportionately in sync with your virtual income.

Establishing Your Income Set-Point
The way to do this is to very carefully plot your financial
history, year by year if possible, from the date you first
began to bring in money.  Bear in mind you might have
started in childhood.  For example, you might have had
an allowance and/or earned money doing a job or run a
small business.  Begin there and, using squared paper,
plot your annual income on a graph until present time.
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You might end up with something like this:

You insert the numbers on both the vertical and hori-
zontal scale to fit your own circumstances.  When you
look at your diagram, understand that it is totally in align-
ment with your money consciousness.  It is a graphic
illustration of your money blueprint and script for your
financial life which have been there since childhood.
Notice, too, whether or not there is a pattern like the
one in the above example.

The graph here shows that every 10-12 years some-
thing happened to depress the amount of income and it
stayed down for a few years before coming up again.
Only once did this person go right out of his/her com-
fort zone and look what happened when he/she did so.
His/her income went really south in the next year and
never again did he/she go out of the comfort zone.

What happens when you go too far beyond your com-
fort zone like this, is that your set-point alarm bell goes
off somewhere deep down in your subconscious mind.
It says, “No, this amount of money doesn’t fit the blue-
print.  We’re too uncomfortable up here. This hurts!
Sabotage that success now and let’s get back to where
we belong!”

In
co

m
e

Age

Comfort Zone
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To participate in the Virtual Account Program you would,
once having completed the Money Consciousness His-
tory chart, determine from it the following three num-
bers.

1. An amount representing your annual income at
the highest point of your comfort zone.

2. A number representing the most income you ever
allowed yourself to receive in one year that was
beyond your comfort zone, no matter how it came
to you.

3. Then, with those two numbers in mind, you would
establish a number which represents the most
amount of annual income that you feel your
money consciousness could possibly imagine you
receiving, and that you would be willing to re-
ceive next year. (This number should be way be-
yond the highest number in your historical com-
fort zone and should really stretch your willing-
ness to receive.  On the other hand you wouldn’t
want to make it ridiculously unrealistic so as to
set off the alarm bells.)  You would then divide
that number by 12.  That is the amount of money
you will enter into your account the first month as
income - i.e. money to spend!

For more information and to purchase the program, go
to www.radicalmoneyprogram.com
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PART 4
Weight Loss

Chapter 19
Body Mindfulness

As we discussed at the beginning of Part Four, it is help-
ful to develop mindfulness about things in our lives that
we give our power away to or allow to control us.  In
Part Four it was money.  This chapter is devoted to the
body and the issue of weight in particular.

The ability to observe your own thoughts as they relate
to your body while they pass almost imperceptably
through your mind is what we mean by “body mindful-
ness.”   Let’s try a similar experiment on this like we did
on money mindfulness.

Turn the page NOW!
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     I
My Body

What word or words came to mind the instant you looked
at the open sentence and saw that you had to fill in the
blank?  Examples might have been:

I love my body I hate my body
I respect my body I care for my body
I loathe my body I reject my body

My Body Is . .

What words immediately come to mind to complete this
sentence?  Were they any of these?

Beautiful, Ugly,
Too Fat, Too Thin,
OK, Not OK,
Unhealthy, Healthy,
Supportive,
Awesome, Fit/Unfit,
Lovely, Sick.
Others
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Chapter 20
Body Awareness

If nothing else, that little exercise probably made you
stop and think about how much importance we at
tach to the body, and the degree to which we identify

with it. We dress it, trim it, shave it, bathe it, uplift it,
perfume it, beautify it, augment it, adorn it, medicate it,
exercise it, feed it and in numerous other ways focus
an enormous amount of attention upon it.  Given the
size and economic importance of the fashion industry,
you could even say we are obsessed with it.  No won-
der we become convinced that we are our bodies!

The truth is, of course, that we existed before we had a
body, and we will continue to exist after we have expe-
rienced our physical death and dropped the body.  Just
like we rent a car for a specific journey, the body is
something we take on and use for the duration of our
Earth-walk and then discard once the journey is over.
It arises out of the soil and returns to the soil.

Why Take on a Body?
Interestingly enough though, in spite of our obsession
with the physical body, and as much as we have stud-
ied it and come to know its intricate workings, we have
all but ignored the most fundamental question of all.
Why do we have a body?  Why would a spiritual being,
who is free to move around at will within the World of
Divine Existence, decide to lower its vibration and be-
come encumbered with a body that is dense, heavy,
and prone to breaking down on a regular basis?

Separation Sucks
I believe the reason that we do it is to be able to expe-
rience separation and all that comes with that.  And we
do it in order that we might develop a deeper aware-
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ness of ‘Oneness.’  It’s an important lesson for us spiri-
tual beings to master and it is no easy task, especially
since, for much of the incarnation experience, we cease
to have remembrance of the spiritual world. Separation
is experienced as real and painful — and it sucks!
Which is why we need forgiveness.

“It’s the Emotions, Stupid!”
The other part of the agreement we made with Spirit
was to be willing to have the experience of separation
as an emotional event.  And for that, a body is essen-
tial.  That’s because an emotion is “a thought attached
to a feeling.”  If you don’t have a body to provide the
feeling element, you have only a thought form.  So the
primary function of the body is to give us the opportu-
nity to feel our feelings and to have emotions. The hu-
man experience, therefore, is meant to be an emotional
experience, and the degree to which we won’t allow
ourselves to have our emotions, or to experience life
through our feelings, is the extent to which we are de-
nying our purpose for being here.

So, it is all the more extraordinary that in spite of all our
scientific knowledge about how the body works, and
our seemingly endless obsession with it, there has been
precious little focus on the “feeling” element.  It was not
until Candace Pert wrote her book, Molecules of Emo-
tion, that anyone really bothered to look at the direct
role the body plays in helping us feel our feelings and,
by extension, to experience the pain of separation.  It
has always been assumed that emotion is located in
the mind and has little to do with the body, but you only
have to think about what happens in the body when
you have an emotional experience to know that the body
is indeed fully involved.

Body Hatred
If the body is our spiritual vehicle for taking us into and
through the deep pain of separation, is it any wonder
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that we are not only obsessed with our bodies, but es-
sentially hate them for precisely that reason?  Even
though our memories of existence prior to incarnation
are dim at best, or for the most part non-existent, don’t
you think that part of us might remember what it is like
to be just spirit and not encumbered with a body?

Isn’t it possible that we might have some resentment
about having to carry this burden? If so, doesn’t it make
sense that we might project all our guilt and rage about
being separate and in pain onto our body?  After all,
having taken on a body as a symbol of separation, it
follows that the body must also symbolize the intense
pain that inevitably accompanies the sense of separa-
tion.

Self Hatred
In this world of separation that we have created and
live in, one of the ways to stay stuck there is to consis-
tently blame, justify, deny and project the pain of hav-
ing to endure separation onto something else.  We do
this in one of two ways.  We either project it onto some-
one or something else “out there,” or we turn it back
and project it onto our own body.  Because we are so
identified with our bodies, the hatred we feel towards
our bodies becomes generalized as self-hatred.

The Weight Issue
This preamble should serve as a backdrop to the one
body issue over which we constantly obsess and which
serves as one of the most convenient targets for our
self-hatred that I wish now to address. That is the ques-
tion of weight.
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Chapter 21
The Weight Issue

According to a 2002 report in the Journal of the
American Medical Association, approximately
two thirds of the adult population in America is

overweight.  Millions of dollars each year are spent by
hundreds of thousands of people trying to lose weight
through dieting, exercise, drugs, supplements, hypno-
sis and other weight control measures.

Most of them fail, especially in the long term.  They may
produce a short- term weight loss, but invariably it comes
back on.  The only programs that do seem to have a
modest degree of success are those that, like Weight
Watchers, provide an enormous amount of ongoing
community support of a psychological and life-style
nature.

The vast majority of programs focus on the physical
factors associated with excessive weight gain and vir-
tually ignore or, at best, give only a passing nod to the
emotional factors. My intention in this section, there-
fore, is to address head-on some of the emotional is-
sues that seem to explain why people pack on the weight
and adopt life-style patterns that only add to the prob-
lem.

Physical and Emotional
In my experience in helping people deal with their emo-
tional issues through Radical Forgiveness, I have no-
ticed that people’s emotional issues are frequently re-
flected in their physical body in some way or another.  It
can appear as disease, tissue breakdown, immune sys-
tem failure and so on, but for a great many people it is
reflected in the form of excess weight.
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What the ratio is between physical and emotional fac-
tors in accounting for weight gain is difficult to say, but
I would hazard a guess that most people’s weight prob-
lems are somewhere in the region of being 75 percent
physical and life-style-related in nature and 25 percent
emotional.  However, this will obviously vary from per-
son to person. I have encountered people, especially
in my workshops, whom I would have thought had that
ratio reversed.  Even then this is a false distinction,
since many of the physical factors themselves have an
emotional cause, or at the very least, an emotional com-
ponent.

The Physical Factors
By the physical factors, I mean the things that people
are more or less born with, such as body type, metabo-
lism, food aversions, blood type, appetite, genetics and
a general predisposition to hold weight.  These are
diffiicult to change or even work with in the process of
losing weight.

Life-Style Factors
These are more optional and include things like exer-
cise, stress, acquired food preferences, addictions,
eating habits, substance abuse, over-eating and the like.
Peer pressure, cultural norms, mass media influences
and even the diet industry itself contribute to the prob-
lem with its constant obsession with food fads and life-
style fashions.

This is as much as I am going to say about physical
and life-style factors.  There are hundreds of books
dealing with the physical and lifestyle factors and I have
little or nothing to add.  What I am willing to say, how-
ever, is that these factors, especially the lifestyle fac-
tors, can be shifted energetically using the Radical Mani-
festation process.  You would be using the Law of At-
traction to create the kind of support that would help
you manifest the body you want.
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Having said that, though, I have already made it clear
that in order to be able to manifest anything — the ideal
body included — our energy field has to be clear and
our vibration high.  If we have emotional issues under-
lying our weight problem, these have to be cleared out
first in order for us to be able to make these kinds of
changes. That means using Radical Forgiveness tech-
nology before doing the “ideal body” manifestation pro-
cess.

Again, “It’s the Emotions, Stupid!”
It is clear to me that our bodies reflect our emotional
health. Many people deal with their emotions by sup-
pressing and repressing their feelings, which is an ex-
tremely unhealthy strategy. Repressed emotional bag-
gage can manifest as disease or can literally show up
as physical baggage in the form of excess weight.

Functional Fat
No amount of dieting will get rid of excess body fat if it
is serving an emotional function.  The most common
function it performs is protection.  This can be protection
from generalized hurt and rejection, but most frequently
it is used to protect from imagined or real sexual attack.

Protection
This is not just applicable to a small number of people.
The sexual abuse of children by their parents,
grandparents, step-parents, mother’s boyfriends,
siblings, baby-sitters and others is rampant in our
society.  It is estimated that one in five adults were
sexually molested in their childhood years.

The only way a powerless child can deal with such a
severe wounding is through the mental mechanisms of
denial, repression and disassociation.  However, such
attacks leave a powerful energetic imprint on the body,
generated and sustained by a potent mixture of
unresolved fear and guilt.  The guilt arises because they
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nearly always think of it as their fault, frequently made
worse by their own mother’s refusing to believe them, if
and when they have summoned enough courage to tell.
The result is that they simply end up being blamed and
punished even more.

The Body Remembers
Even if the mind blocks it out, the cellular structure of
the body remembers only too well.  So it seeks to protect
itself by piling on the fat in those regions previously
most affected and thought to be most vulnerable.  This
not only provides a wall of physical protection against
attack, but psychic protection also.

Attractive is Risky
The mind reasons that being physically attractive is a
risky proposition, so the best way to ward off physical
advances is by making oneself decidedly unattractive.
What better way to become sexually unattractive than
to be obese?

Self-Hatred
The body can also put on excess weight as a way to
reinforce feelings of inadequacy and of being unloved.
It is like a self-fulfilling prophecy that feeds on itself.
The worse I feel about myself, the fatter I become.  The
fatter I become, the worse I feel about myself.  And so it
goes, on and on.

It is difficult to know for sure, but I would be willing to
hazard a guess that well over half of those who are
grossly overweight are that way because they have
deeply buried unconscious emotional pain that they are
either not aware of or won’t deal with.

The Solution
The obvious answer is Radical Forgiveness.  It is the
technology that hundreds of sexual abuse victims and
victims of other forms of abuse have used to neutralize
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and dissolve the energy pattern  that kept the guilt,
shame and fear frozen in their bodies and surrounded
by fat.

The big advantage of the Radical Forgiveness approach
is that it does not require that the person remember
what happened, nor go through the pain of re-enacting
the experience.  The Radical Forgiveness process is
enough.

Therapy for the Therapists
It is well known that people in the helping professions
tend to choose that line of work in order to focus on
helping others deal with their pain rather than deal with
their own. Of the many therapists out there who
“specialize” in working with sexually abused people, a
large proportion of them are themselves abuse
“survivors” who have not healed their own pain.
Refusing to face it, they keep it  totally buried and out of
conscious awareness.

The problem with that is that they unconsciously project
their own repressed rage onto their clients and
encourage them to engage in all sorts of activities that,
while they might seem to be healthy things to do, are,
in fact, just thinly disguised forms of revenge.  The result
is that people stay stuck in victimland and do not heal.
They continue to see themselves as “victims of abuse,”
or “abuse survivors,” and continue to pack on the
functional fat as protection.

It is fashionable, for example, for therapists to strongly
suggest that their clients confront their abusers and
accuse them of their crime.  I have yet to see this result
in any kind of a healing.  It invariably causes a dramatic
worsening of the relationship and an increase in the
pain for both parties.  The thing it does appear to do is
make the therapist feel better!
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With Radical Forgiveness, the confrontation is not
necessary.  In fact, it is always counterproductive. Much
better that the work be done energetically and, initially
at least, within the mind of the person forgiving.  It will
then spread out naturally to the others involved.  Let
me explain.

An Energy Experience
The pain that the person feels is in direct proportion to
the emotional energy invested, not so much in the event
itself, but in the “story” of what happened.  That story is
composed of all the thoughts, assumptions, beliefs,
feelings, memories and fears connected to the abuse.
Most of it is repressed and therefore unconscious.

That’s not to say that the pain isn’t real, but what is
clear is that the emotional energy invested in the story
accounts for a disproportionate amount of the suffering.
(Pain is what we experience directly in response to an
event. Suffering comes as a result of the thoughts and
beliefs we create about the event.)

For example, people who have experienced abuse
typically have formed such self-deprecating, wounding
beliefs as, “I am damaged goods; I am no good; I don’t
deserve respect; I don’t count; my needs don’t matter; I
am flawed; I am dirty; I can’t say no; I will never be
appreciated for who I am; men will always abuse me,”
and so on.  This is what creates the suffering.

The emotional energy invested eventually crystallizes
into a highly integrated energy field located in the body.
It is this energy field which holds the story in place and
keeps the suffering going on.
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     Event

Fig. 11: Energy Field Attached to Event

The way to heal the pain and suffering, therefore, is to
simply dissolve that energy field.  Once the energy field
has collapsed, the story itself loses its power and begins
to fade away.  There is absolutely no need to go digging
up the past, reliving the experience or confronting the
abuser.

The dissolution of the energy field occurs through the
Radical Forgiveness process which comprises the
following five stages.

1. Telling the Story
Here the person tells the story insofar as he or she
knows it consciously.  There is no need to try
dredging up the unconscious stuff through hypnosis,
nor even to prove that it happened.  It doesn’t matter
whether it is true or false since the objective is not
to confront anyone with it.

[If legal proceedings are necessary, that is a
separate issue and nothing I say here has anything
to do with what the law might say about the abuse
or what might need to be done with the abuser to
protect others.]
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The important thing in this first stage is to allow the
person to express his or her victim story, as only he
or she knows it, and to have it witnessed and
validated as “his or her story.”

2. Feeling the Feelings
This usually happens as a consequence of telling
the story and is an essential part of the process.  It
is also the part that most people try to avoid.  The
common ways to avoid it are to intellectualize it,
trivialize it, or to “spiritualize” it. We call the latter
doing a “spiritual bypass.” It is only through
accessing and being willing to fully express the
feelings that we have attached to the situation that
we can begin the process of dissolving the energy
field.

3. Collapse the Energy Field
The energy field begins to collapse when, once
having expressed our rage, grief, sadness and hurt,
we open our minds and hearts to all the factors
relevant to the situation and begin to distinguish what
in the story is fact and what is interpretation, what
really matters, what is meaningless and what needs
are being served by holding onto the story.  This is
partly rational analysis, but in the context of Radical
Forgiveness it is but one step in the process of
dissolving the energy field and NOT a “therapy” in
and of itself.

4. Reframe the Story
This is the Radical Forgiveness step.  It occurs when
we open up to the possibility that, if we could see
the spiritual big picture (which we cannot), we would
become aware that what happened was part of a
Divine plan and was intended for our soul’s growth.
Therefore in that sense nothing wrong happened.
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Now, as we know, that is a very difficult idea to
accept, and right now the only way we can even
work with it is to use a Radical Forgiveness
worksheet that enables us to say “Yes” to it, even
when we don’t believe it. As we have said before,
willingness to entertain the possibility that there is
perfection in the situation is sufficient for it to work.

5. Integrate the Story
This involves doing something physical to complete
the energetic exchange and to replace, in the
physical body at the cellular level, the victim story
with the new “perfection” story.  This is accomplished
by doing the worksheet or using one or more of the
other tools. One of the most powerful ways to
integrate is to do a supervised session of breathwork.

Doing the Radical Forgiveness process does more than
make the person doing the forgiving feel better.  Not
only does it collapse the energy field attached to his or
her own personal story, but it begins to collapse the
entire energy field surrounding the abuse situation itself,
and all those involved, including the abuser.  Because
they all belong to the same “morphogenetic field,”*
everyone feels it, and everyone has free will to respond
to it in whatever way is best for them spiritually.

However, all the people involved, other than the one
forgiving, have no conscious awareness of any change
occurring because it all occurs at the energetic level.
Yet, they might begin to feel differently and perhaps
spontaneously do something like communicate or take
some action that might lead to a genuine healing of
some sort. Our experience is that this kind of thing is
not uncommon and is far more likely to happen than
through creating a confrontation.
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It also resolves the issue of whether the abuse actually
happened.  Many people have what we call flashbacks
or spontaneous recall of early childhood abuse events,
and very often there is doubt about the reliability of the
recall.  For example, it is sometimes thought that a
therapist with unresolved abuse issues might be
unconsciously transferring his or her energy to the client.
It could also be past-life recall or bleedthrough from the
collective unconscious.

Note: A morphogenetic field and morphic resonance
are terms coined by biologist, Rupert Sheldrake,
author of A New Science of Life, 1995, to explain
how information is transferred energetically between
people irrespective of distance.

When we deal with it through Radical Forgiveness, none
of this matters.  Whatever the origin of the energy field,
it is dissolved.  The person is free to get on with his or
her life, no one is accused, falsely or otherwise, and
the likelihood of relationships becoming healed are
really quite  good.  Everyone wins.

Changing Habits
Letting go of the emotional reasons for holding the
weight is an enormous step forward, but it has to be
said people wishing to lose weight will need to give
serious consideration to adjusting some of the life-style
habits they have adopted over the years that have
supported them in using weight as protection.

Tools for Healing the Causes of Weight Gain
I would definitely recommend to anyone with a weight
problem they even suspect relates to past traumas, that
they consider doing Radical Weight Loss Program.
Relevant Information is available on our website.
www.radicalforgiveness.com.  The only things you
have to give up on this program are the stories that
caused you to gain weight in the first place.
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PART FIVE
Purpose

Chapter 22
Finding Your Purpose

In order to give direction and focus to any decision,
you would think that defining the purpose for it should
come first, and that by placing this chapter at the

end of the book I have, so to speak, put the cart before
the horse.   I believe it does belong here, though, be-
cause with this kind of book the end IS the beginning.
It’s where we start putting it all into practice — or not.
Assuming that we do, there is no better question to ask
yourself before going into action than “What is my pur-
pose?”

By asking this question, I am requiring of myself that I
give meaning and focus to my life.  Also, it helps in
deciding what I want to manifest.

Herein lies another good reason for posing the ques-
tion late in the book, for the answers you will give will
depend on your cosmology.

If you believe in the old paradigm as described in Chap-
ter Four, where life is purely a game of chance with
little or no meaning to it, the purpose you will see for
your own life within that system will likely be quite dif-
ferent from how you will see it if you perceive the world
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from the metaphysical viewpoint.  I am going to assume,
therefore, that having got this far in the book, you are at
least willing to allow me to frame the discussion about
purpose in the context of the latter paradigm rather than
the former.

The Overall Purpose for Being Human
In several places in the book I have alluded to there
being an overall purpose for our being here.  As I see it
— and it is only something I make up — the grand pur-
pose of our existence in physical form is to expand the
Mind of God.

In order to explain this idea, let me be self-indulgent
and give you an excerpt from my own book, A Radical
Incarnation.*   This is a story in which a soul named
Jack is being prepared for its upcoming incarnation by
Harley, his Angel of Incarnation.  The following is part
of a conversation between the two of them about this
idea of God (Universal Intelligence) expanding its con-
sciousness.

. . . . Harley picked up exactly where he had left off.

“Earlier in our discourse I sidetracked the issue of all this
being purposeful in terms of the need that Universal Intelli-
gence has to continue expanding its consciousness.  Let’s
deal with it now, though, because it is central to everything.

*See Appendix, Page 213
“Jack, do you have any idea how Universal Intelligence and
everything else came into being?”

“Not really,” I said, looking at all the others to make sure I
was not the only one in ignorance of something so vitally
important. “But I would like to know.  I’ve never questioned it
before.  I have always taken it for granted that Universal
Intelligence had always existed.”
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“Well, not exactly,” said Harley. “Let me try to explain it to
you as simply as I can. It is not easy to comprehend, so pay
attention.

“You’ve heard of the Big Bang theory, haven’t you?  Hu-
mans have spent a long time developing this theory and to
tell you the truth, they are not far off the mark. The only bit
they haven’t yet fully understood is, of course, the most im-
portant part of the whole thing.  And that is the bit about
what was prior to the Big Bang. Because they are so locked
into the idea of time and space, they can’t imagine anything’s
coming into being without there being something before. It’s
a real problem for them.

“The truth is, though, that there was nothing before the Big
Bang.  Except consciousness – pure potential that’s all. That
is, until consciousness gave birth to the very first thought.”

“What was that?” I asked nervously.

“What if there is something else?” Harley replied dramati-
cally.

“That’s it?”

“That was it,” said Harley. “In the very instant that this thought
occurred within that field of consciousness, the Big Bang
occurred.  The entire material universe manifested immedi-
ately in that very moment and in that instant Universal Con-
sciousness became intelligent. God was.”

Harley stood there looking triumphant as if he himself had
been solely responsible for the Big Bang.  We all stood there
speechless, but he was so excited he hardly drew breath
before going on.

“As you know from your previous studies, the material uni-
verse has continued to grow and expand.  Scientists have
actually measured the rate at which it is expanding.  How-
ever, just as the material universe has continued to grow
and expand, so has Universal Intelligence. God needs to
continue expanding its consciousness in exactly the same
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way, for it too is part of that same expanding universe.  You
will notice that even on earth people talk about God as ‘the
Universe.’ This is no accident.

“Anyway, having unleashed the potential for infinite creativ-
ity, Universal Intelligence created us, and all other intelli-
gent life forms, so it could continue its expansion. Indeed
that is the only reason Universal Intelligence created us.”

“How so?” we asked, more or less in unison.

“Since Universal Intelligence could not experience itself as
itself, it created us so that it could continue to experience
itself, through us, in ever expanding ways, in tune with the
expanding universe.  That is what is meant when we say
that God is our Father and we are the son of God.
“Now, here’s where it gets interesting,” said Harley, leaning
over to get closer to us as if he was about to share some-
thing of great value. “Without us, God isn’t.”

“I don’t get it. What are you saying, Harley?”  I said.

“Look, Jack, It’s really quite simple.  God created us and
gave us the ability to go in and out of that world of duality
and physicality.....”

“You mean the world of form that arose out of that first thought
and the subsequent Big Bang?” I interrupted.

“Exactly,” said Harley, continuing.  “..... so it could experi-
ence that world vicariously through us. That way Universal
Intelligence would continue to expand in tune with the physi-
cal universe.

“We are vital to that expansion, Jack. Each and every soul
who incarnates and all of those who, like your team here,
support that process, is playing a vital role in expanding God’s
consciousness. That’s what I mean when I say that without
us, God isn’t.  Without you, Jack, God isn’t.”

“So, once I take on a human body, I am God in physical
form playing in the physical realm. Is that right?”
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“Yes,” Harley confirmed.  “It is as if the hand of God has put
on a glove – and you are that glove. Without that glove Uni-
versal Intelligence could not experience the physical world.
Are you clear now why you are doing it and what it’s all
about?”

“Well, clearer than I was, that’s for sure,” I responded.  “I
certainly hadn’t any notion of how my journey would be about
being in service to the whole idea of Universal Intelligence
expanding its consciousness. Up to then I had thought it
was more about me as a spiritual being, growing in aware-
ness of what Universal Intelligence — or God — really is.”

“That is true too,” replied Harley. “But let’s talk about that
after the break.”

And then later in the book Harley further explains:

“The basic aim of taking this human journey is to experience
the opposite of what we know to be the truth up here –
ONENESS and LOVE. Through the experience of those
opposites we can come to know ONENESS and LOVE more
fully, and through that awareness move to a whole new level
in our spiritual growth and expand even more the conscious-
ness of Universal Intelligence.  With me up to now, Jack?”

“Sure.”

“You also will recall that the human experience will set you
up to be abandoned, rejected, betrayed, terrorized, and
perhaps even tortured during your earth walk.  Those are
just some examples of things that will help you fully experi-
ence the opposites of LOVE and ONENESS. OK, Jack?”

“Well, I guess it’s OK. Can’t say I’m looking forward to all
that though.”

“Hey, don’t imagine that life is only that,” Harley warned.  “A
great deal of the human experience is totally wonderful and
marvellous. In fact I would venture to say that the majority of
it is this way.  There are many wonderful opportunities to
experience LOVE and bliss, harmony and peace every day.
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“We shall see later, these high vibration experiences are
just as important to our spiritual growth as the seemingly
less pleasant experiences.  In fact, there may come a time
when, having transcended and given up the victim arche-
type, we will derive the greatest spiritual growth not from
adversity and pain but from the experience of beauty, com-
passion, gratitude and other wonderful things that feed the
spirit.

“However, at this time all humans are, by their own choice,
still addicted to victimhood, pain and suffering so it’s to there
that the energy naturally flows. Since it is a principle that
spiritual growth occurs wherever the energy is most in mo-
tion, humans will still tend to use these as their catalysts for
growth rather than the more positive experiences. Maybe
that will change soon and they will be able to choose expe-
riences based in joy and harmony as their catalyst for growth.

“Of course, whether it changes or not is inconsequential to
us in this world, Jack. We up here, you see, are not attached
to what kind of experiences they use to create growth.  Our
only concern is that growth occurs and that it leads to a
clear remembrance of who we are and expands the con-
sciousness of ONENESS.

“Their current focus on the seemingly negative experiences
just reflects the prevailing human appetite for the energy
attached to pain and suffering — and especially that associ-
ated with victimhood.  Wherever the energy is, we follow.
That’s how it is!”

Tongue-in-Cheek
And so the conversation continues for about two-thirds
of the book.  Of course, it is written very much tongue-
in-cheek, but it does nevertheless accord with the idea,
central to Radical Forgiveness, that everything happens
for a reason, and that there is meaning and purpose in
everything that happens.

Just so you know, the story continues with Jack being
given a vitally important mission.  This is to first be-
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come enlightened himself, then heal America and sub-
sequently awaken the rest of Humanity to itself.  The
ultimate goal is to create Heaven on Earth.  In order to
be in a position to do this, he must become the Presi-
dent of the United States and, on the assumption that
breakthrough in consciousness only occurs after some
serious breakdown of the existing order, he is to rule in
such a way as to create chaos in America and all around
the world.  He will be helped by other souls who incar-
nate at about the same time and end up as major play-
ers in world affairs, especially in the Middle East.  They
and Jack (as President), play out this healing drama on
the world stage in order to precipitate the breakdown
that will facilitate the mass awakening.  (Actually, this
book was written before the Iraq war began and has
turned out to be somewhat prophetic, and it continues
to provide interesting metaphysical interpretations of
actual events as they unfold day by day.  You are left
wondering — could it be that George Bush is Jack?)

Anyway, the message in such a story serves a function
in helping us connect with the gut feelings that tell us
we are connected to Universal Intelligence (God) and
that Universal Intelligence dwells within each of us.  It
also gives us a powerful way to frame our purpose for
being on this planet according to our own individual
creation story.

Individual Purpose
That said, now let’s focus our attention on our individual
purpose.  Gaining clarity about our purpose is no differ-
ent from gaining clarity about other aspects of our lives.
Just as we discovered that getting clarity about what
we want to manifest is a matter of how we feel about it,
the same is true of our purpose. When we become in-
fused with positive feelings, like inspiration, passion and
joy, we know that we have found our purpose.
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Connecting with our purpose helps us to focus our en-
ergy in such a way as to transcend our limited defini-
tions of who we are, and to become empowered to be
all that we can be.  It enables us to focus on what we
might want to manifest in our lives that will, in turn, give
meaning to, and support us in, aligning with our pur-
pose.

Levels of Purpose
But in the same way that we created three levels of
intention, with each one referencing the one above, it
seems to me that we need to do the same for purpose.
My purpose for having agreed to this human journey
might, therefore, be expressed, hierachically, as follows:

Level 1: My purpose is to expand the Mind of God.
Level 2: My purpose is to experience duality and

separation as a way of expanding my con-
sciousness of Oneness and Love.

Level 3: My purpose is to express, in the best way I
can, with all that I have been given, the es-
sence of my own humanity.

The first two are way beyond our comprehension and
conscious awareness and occur at the level of soul
agreement. How we experience the separation, to what
extent, and with whom we create it, is determined by
our soul and those souls who guide us, and manifests
in the world of form through our spiritual intelligence.
In that sense our purpose is given to us. If, at in any
particular moment our Divine purpose is to be a mur-
derer, there is nothing we can do about it.  At this level,
it is not our game.

The third level is the only level at which we get to play.
It is the only level where we consciously and uncon-
sciously use our own knowledge, awareness, values,
understanding, motivations, talents and skills to express
our purpose.  And everyone plays.  No one is excluded
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and to the extent that this purpose references the pur-
poses at levels one and two, no one is doing it any
better or worse than anyone else.  This means no one
person’s purpose is better or worse than anyone else’s,
any more than anyone is further along in their spiritual
path than anyone else. In my view there is no such thing
as a spiritual elite.  We are all on a spiritual path and
we are all where we need to be.

However, wherever we are on our journey will deter-
mine whether we are able to consciously reference our
purpose to the two higher levels or not. If, in accor-
dance with our Divine plan, we are still playing in
Victimland, our purpose is likely to be expressed in low
level, materialistic and survivalist terms.  And that’s OK,
of course; we haven’t yet completed all the lessons we
came in to learn through playing the victim/perpetrator
game, so it’s not yet time to awaken. However, when, at
some pre-planned moment, we begin to wake up to the
truth and emerge from Victimland, we will then be able
to see our purpose in terms of the bigger picture and
align with the two higher level purposes.  To support
the discussion about purpose from here on, I am going
to assume that you have arrived at this point.  I doubt
you‘d be reading this book if you were not.

As I said earlier, formulating our purpose gives our life
meaning, clarity and focus.  Framing it in terms of Lev-
els One and Two helps us give a larger context to our
purpose, but after that it is a matter of coming down to
Earth to discover it within ourselves. Here is a method
of discovering your purpose which I have found to be
simple and effective.

Process For Discovering Your Purpose
1. Make a list of all your talents, skills, capabilities, in-
terests and personal qualities that you are aware of.
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Example:
Creative
Artistic (painter)
Patient
Good researcher
Good with people
Good with children
Good speaker
Musicianship
Academic
Dance

2. Ask some people close to you — friends, family, col-
leagues, etc., what skills, talents, qualities and capa-
bilities they see in you and appreciate about you.  Make
a separate list of these, even if some of them are dupli-
cates.  Make a note of those that you did not recognize
in yourself.

Example:
Musical talent  Good leader*   Friendly*
Compassionate*  Teaching Ability*

* I did not list these myself.

3. Rate each one on a scale of 0-100 according to the
level of proficiency you have in each of the skills and
talents on the list.  Zero is none whatsoever, while 100
would be total mastery.  50 would be average proficiency.
Be as objective as you can about this.  Ask others if
necessary.

Example:
Creative 70
Artistic (painter) 40
Patient
Good researcher 40
Good with people
Good with children
Good speaker 30
Musicianship 60
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Academic 40
Dance 20
Good leader 50
Friendly
Compassionate
Teaching Ability 60

4. Rate each one on a scale of 0-100 according to how
much passion you have for expressing each one of the
items on the lists.  Zero would mean you hate doing it
and would never do it by choice.  100 would mean that
it gives you total joy and you resent every moment that
you are not doing it.  50 would mean that you don’t feel
strongly either way. In other words you quite enjoy do-
ing it when you are, but wouldn’t necessarily go out of
your way to do it. Be careful not to score them on the
basis of how much approval it gets you.  That might feel
good but it is secondary to the feeling that arises sim-
ply out of doing it.  One way to check this is to note how
you feel in your gut when you say the word or think
about expressing that quality or talent.  Is it positive or
negative?  Does is make you feel good, or not?

Example:
Proficiency Passion

Creative 70 80
Artistic (painter) 40 95
Patience 60
Good researcher 40   5
Good with people 20
Good with children 60
Good speaker 30 10
Musicianship 60 70
Academic 40 10
Dance 20 40
Good leader 20 20
Friendly 50
Compassion 60
Teaching Ability 60 70
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Note: Proficiency does not necessarily equate with pas-
sion or even enjoyment.  The person in the example
above is good academically and good at research, but
enjoys neither.  His/her painting skill is the same as
those two and not great, but he or she shows enormous
passion for the activity.

5. Select up to five items that score high on the passion
scale, irrespective of how much proficiency you have in
each one, and then write down how you like to express
them.

Example:
Creativity
Artistic (painter)
Musicianship
Teaching Ability

Creativity:
I like to express my creativity by exploring new ways of
seeing things and expressing my perceptions visually
through painting in all sorts of different media, dance
and music.

Painting:
I love to lose myself in the painting process and in ex-
pressing my feelings that way, learn about myself and
the world around me because I see everything in new
and exciting ways.

Musicianship:
I love to play the piano and keyboard instruments and
to experiment with sounds and harmonies that I can
relate to my painting in a multimedia format.

Teaching Ability:
I love working with children because they are so cre-
ative and free when allowed to be so.  I seem to be able
to bring that out in them.
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6. Create a grandiose purpose statement of what you
would be achieving or doing if you were expressing all
these talents in the way that would be totally enjoyable
to you and where there are no limits on you.

Example:
“My purpose is to use my compassion, my patience,
and my ability to inspire children in awakening and nur-
turing their creative spirit through expressing my pas-
sion for artistic endeavor through painting, dance and
music as a demonstration to them of the power of the
arts to bring joy to millions of people.”

7. Now edit it down to a short memorable statement.
The above statement covers all the bases, but it is long
and would be hard to remember.  A purpose statement
needs to be something you repeat often, so it should
be short, easy to say and easily memorized.

Example:
My purpose is to inspire all children to free their cre-
ative spirit and to find joy in the creative process, while
I, too, soar in my own creative power as an artist.

8. Check to see if you have it right, by registering how it
feels to you.  Keep massaging it until it feels good, like
it really fits.  If it doesn’t feel wonderful, look again to
see if you have put the wrong thing first.  For instance,
in this example, the lists show that the real juice was in
being the artist, especially painting, which he or she
scored at “95”.  Children and teaching came in at “60”
and “70,” respectively.  I would want to ask whether this
person was actually selling out by going for what
seemed possible or achievable rather than what was
really in his or her heart?

Let’s try it again. Here’s another version of #7 where
the painting becomes the primary purpose and the
teaching of children secondary:
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“My purpose is to change the way that millions of
people see the world by using my skill as a painter, mu-
sician and dancer to bring them to a new understanding
of reality and employ my teaching ability to open the
hearts and minds of children to the joy in the creative
process.”

And then, edited down:

“My purpose is to change the world through my
art by opening people’s eyes to what is meaningful while
freeing the creative spirit in children.”

This seems more in alignment with his or her real pur-
pose.  It doesn’t matter that the proficiency is not yet
very high.  That can be attained through training.  Get-
ting the training is exactly the thing this person can use
the Radical Manifestation technology to create.  With
that much intention (95 percent passion), it is virtually
guaranteed!
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PART SIX
Radical Empowerment

Chapter 23
The Radical Empowerment

PowerShift Process

In his classic book, Think and Grow Rich, Napoleon
Hill elaborated an idea that has circulated for
thousands of years; that a group of two or more like-

minded, spiritually-attuned individuals could
dramatically leverage each other’s “success” in the
world.  With this principle in mind, new thought groups
around the world have formed Mastermind Groups,
Conscious Living Circles and others.

The Principle:  When two or more minds come together
and combine their energies in holding an intention, they
create a powerful, invisible force that becomes a po-
tent ‘group mind.’  This force is so great that it connects
with Universal Mind, which, in turn, influences the cre-
ative energies of the entire universe.  Thus, when we
do this group process, amazing things happen and we
find ourselves manifesting what we jointly hold an in-
tention to create.

This is the basis of the Radical Empowerment
“PowerShift Group.”  This process is best performed
with a group of, ideally, four to six people.
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Over the years we have learned with Radical
Forgiveness that it is easy to be in a high vibration when
we associate with people of like mind.  We have also
learned that if we, at any time, go into our victim/shortage
mode, these people lovingly point this out and help us
see the perfection and remember who we truly are –
powerful co-creators.

The PowerShift Group process will help you stay in the
Radical Empowerment vibration and attuned to the belief
that there is no shortage of anything and that you can
have what you ask for.  The purpose of the group is to
help each other manifest what they want and achieve
their goals by tapping into and leveraging each other’s
spiritual intelligence and the creative power inherent in
the Radical Manifestation process.

This is NOT done by giving advice or therapy.  The six-
step PowerShift process is ALL we do in the group
session.  If there is some help of a practical nature to
be given, this must be done at another time and on a
separate occasion.

The PowerShift Group can be done in-person or, more
likely, over the phone.  It works perfectly well over the
phone.  We suggest that it be a weekly conference call
scheduled at the same time each week so that it
becomes an established pattern.  It should take no more
than 45 minutes to an hour, or less, depending on how
many you have in the group.

It’s up to the group to decide whether each person reads
aloud all six steps as you go around, or everyone reads
together steps one, two and three at the beginning,
leaving the individual to read aloud both number four
(the request) and #6 after the group response.

The meeting is closed by the group reading out loud
the Radical Forgiveness Invocation together:
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The PowerShift Steps

1. Spiritual Intelligence

I recognize that there is only one power in the Uni-
verse and that, through the gift of Spiritual Intelli-
gence, I am able to connect with and utilize this Di-
vine power for good purpose in my life.  I am one
with Universal Intelligence and It expresses itself
through me.

2. Radical Forgiveness

In recognition of my Oneness with Universal Intelli-
gence, I am willing to let go of any and all forms of
victim consciousness and to ‘radically’ forgive any-
one and anything over which I might still feel any
form of grievance or discomfort.  I am willing to see
and feel the Divine perfection in all situations.

3. Surrender

I believe that the Universe is a place of Divine Abun-
dance and that by opening myself, in humility and
with an egoless mind, to the power of Universal In-
telligence, I can co-create my life. Even as I ask for
what I want, I am open to receive the abundance of
the Universe in whatever form it arrives, knowing
that I will always be Divinely blessed.

4. Radical Manifestation

As I connect now with my own Divinely gifted, cre-
ative power to manifest form and create circum-
stances in this world, I am aware that the power
comes only from Source — Universal Intelligence.
In knowing this, I make my request to Source for
guidance and help in manifesting
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5. Radical Empowerment — Group Response

“_________________ , we love and support you
in your power and know that the connection you
have made with the most powerful creative force
in the Universe is empowering you now to mani-
fest all that you desire — and we know that it is
already done.”

6. Gratitude

Thank you. Knowing that time and space is not
operative here and that it is indeed already done,
I am allowing myself to feel the emotions of al-
ready having my requests granted and guidance
given me.  I am feeling
 __________________________________________
(e.g. excited, joyful, happy, peaceful, grateful,
thankful, energized, expectant and enthusiastic.)

The Radical Forgiveness Invocation

“May we all stand firm in the knowledge and
comfort that all things are now, have always been

and forever will be,
in Divine order,

unfolding according to a Divine plan.
And may we surrender to this truth,

whether we understand it or not.

May we also ask for support in consciousness
in feeling our connection with the Divine part of

us, with everyone and everything,
so we can truly say and feel —

We are One
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Afterword
By JoAnn Tipping

When I read the draft of this book, I said to my hus-
band, “Where’s the chapter on gratitude?  Isn’t that a
big part of the manifestation process — feeling grati-
tude for what you want, in advance?”

“I’ve made reference to it a lot, but it doesn’t have its
own chapter,” he replied. “Would you like to write an
afterword on gratitude, to really make the point?”

Well, I could hardly refuse, could I?

I think of gratitude as that wonderful feeling of thankful-
ness and appreciation we feel when we see that we are
blessed with something.  It’s a great feeling. But feeling
it in advance? That’s not so easy.  How do you make
yourself feel it when what you are trying to feel thankful
for is just not there yet?

The answer is practice. It’s a skill, like all the other things
that Colin talks about in Chapter 13. I learned this my-
self one dark and rainy evening when I was driving home
from a Course in Miracles class.  I had arrived there
feeling depressed and tired, and I had left the class
feeling much the same.

We had worked on Lesson # 344 in the Workbook: “To-
day I learn the law of love; that what I give my brother is
my gift to me. . . . Let my forgiven brothers fill my store
with Heaven’s treasures, which alone are real.”  We
talked about giving and receiving being the same, and
how gratitude could arise out of either.  Even though I
was still in a funk, I decided that on the way home I
would try to look for the “Heaven’s treasures” in my own
life.
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I felt a lot of resistance to doing it and it seemed impos-
sible at first.  I really wanted to focus on what was not
good in my life as a way to feed my negative feelings.
But I just started with what was there in front of me.

I am grateful for the rain.
I am grateful for the night time.
I am grateful for the car that is getting me home safely.
I am grateful for the headlights that show me the way.
I am grateful for my own eyes through which I see.
. . . and so on.

I began to recognize that I had so much of Heaven’s
treasure that I was incredibly abundant and the feeling
of gratitude began to sweep over me. I had started out
very much in present time, but I found myself going back
in time to things that I was thankful for in my childhood.
Tears came spontaneously as I realized all the little
things that, at the time, I had been very upset about,
but could now feel thankful for.  One thing in particular
came up that I had always considered to be a disaster
in my life.  I had flunked second grade because I had
hepatitis and was out of school for four months in quar-
antine. But now I saw the perfection in that situation as
well, and felt the gratitude.

Speaking these things out loud as I wound down the
road at 9:15 in the evening, toasty warm in my car, I
was crying and laughing as the words of gratitude came
falling out of my mouth, one sentence after another. I
allowed no thought to get in the way of whatever came
as a thank you or a homage to gratitude for my teach-
ers, lovers, pets, traffic lights or bumps in the road.  It
was an exhilarating experience that filled me with joy
and insights that may never have come out in any other
way.  It was an ‘out-loud allowing’ of love and gratitude
that lasted a full 30 minutes.
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When I got home I was in a state of  pure bliss and joy.
My tiredness and depression had disappeared com-
pletely. Simply through making expressions of gratitude,
in spite of not wanting to at the outset, I had transformed
myself.

Had I known about Radical Manifestation at that time I
probably would have reached for a Radical Manifesta-
tion worksheet and asked for all that I wanted right there
and then, for I believe I had enough gratitude in my
soul at that moment to have attracted almost anything.

What I did, though, was pull out a piece of calligraphy
that was entitled “Abundance.”  The original text was
by Arnold M. Patent, given at a workshop in September
1991.  The workshop was entitled “Celebration of Abun-
dance” and I was there.  I would like to share this with
you.  I think it is a good way to end this book because it
expresses the very essence of the message it contains.
Read it often.

Blessings,
JoAnn.
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Abundance
Abundance is the natural state of affairs

in the Universe.

I release all resistance to abundance.
I feel the release of all resistance to abundance.

I open myself to receive abundance.
I feel myself sharing abundance generously with

others.
As I give and receive love, I feel myself

opening to abundance.
My willingness to receive lovingly from others is my
way of supporting others in giving to themselves.
My willingness to give lovingly to others is my way

of giving to myself.
I now feel abundance flowing to others and back to

me.
I now feel abundance flowing to the Universe and

back to me.
I now feel gratitude for the gift I have just given

and received

I know and feel that abundance is the natural
state of the affairs in the Universe and I give

thanks for it.

Arnold M. Patent
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